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News In Brief

MONDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 18, 1987
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Making tracks against drugs
-

Court rules legislation for blacks
may also protect Jews and Arabs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court, significantly expanding the scope of civil rights legislation, ruled today that federal civil
rights laws aimed primarily at helping blacks may also protect Jews
and Arabs against discrimination.
The court, in two unanimous decisions, in effect said that race may
involve more than skin pigment.
In one case, the court cleared the way for a suit by an Arab who
said he was denied tenure on a Pennsylvania college faculty because
of racial discrimination.
In the second case, the court reinstated a suit by a Jewish congregation in Silver Spring, Md., against vandals who defaced a
synagogue with anti-Semitic and Nazi-type slogans and symbols.
Justice Byron R. White, writing for the court, said a post-Civil War
law designed primarily to protect blacks also was,designed to help
other ethnic groups.
"We have little trouble in concluding that Congress intended to protect from discrimination identifiable classes of persons who are subjected to intentional discrimination solely because of their ancestry
or ethnic characteristics," he said.
''Such discrimination is racial discrimination that Congress intended (the lawj to forbid, whether or not it would be classified as racial
in terms of modern scientific theory," he said.
White said, moreover, that an Arab or a Jew may be subject to
discrimination even if he or she does not have a distinct ethnic
appearance.
"A distintive physiognomy is not essential to qualify" for protection under the civil rights law, he said. For example, White said,
discrimination may be based on the fact that someone is born an
Arab.
White said that while Arabs and Jews today are considered
members of the Caucasian race,they are still entitled to legal protection because they were considered to be distinct races at the time the
legislation was enacted.
Today's rulings appear to offer civil rights protection to groups
other than Arabs and Jews.
White noted, for example, that the 19th Century civil rights laws
also referred to Scandinavians, Chinese, Latins and Spanish as
members of distinct "races."

By Ike Airocialled Preto

SUVA, Fiji — Thousands of ethnic Indians protest the military
takeover of this island nation, and Fiji's deposed prime minister
reportedly asks Australia and New Zealand to intervene.
WASHLVGTON — Mike Dukakis and Paul Simon were courting
Gary Hart staffers in Des Moines last week, but it was fellow
presidential candidate Richard Gephardt — already strong in Iowa —
who nuzzled up to the most glittering Hart constituency of all:
Hollywood Democrats.
WASKINGroN - The United States has not promised to participate in an international peace conference in the Middle East and
will proceed only with Israeli approval, Secretary of State George P.
Shultz says.
WASHINGTON — The U.S. economy will see significantly higher
inflation this year because of a weaker dollar, but the falling greenback will finally begin to lift the fortunes of American manufacturers, leading economists predicted today.
MOSCOW — Soviet citizens, long kept in the dark about the failings
of their society, learned from the state-run press recently that prostitutes at Black Sea resorts can earn more in one week than a factory worker does in a year.
RICHMOND, Vs. — Sallie Crane was broke and emotionally spent,
but still she didn't pull out of the search for missing children until an
emotionally disturbed girl whose disappearance she'd been investigating was found murdered.

Quick facts from Dr. Gil Mathis Economic
Impact Study of Murray State University
Persons visiting Murray State University students spend an average
of 668,394 a week in Murray and Calloway County in the fall and spring
s
semesters.
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around the country. After the marchers reached the park, a balloon releasing ceremony was held. Local personalities such as Calloway
County Football Coach Jack Haskins spoke to the crowd. Canton singer
Joey Davis also performed.
Staff photo by Scott Wilson

U.S. lodges protest of attack on frigate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Angry
U.S. officials are demanding a
"full accounting" from Iraq after
its warplanes attacked an
American frigate in the Persian
Gulf, leaving at least three sailors
dead and about 25 unaccounted
for.

"The United States regards this
attack with great seriousness,"
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz said Sunday, hours after the
guided-missile frigate, the USS
Stark, was struck in what U.S. officials say was an apparent case of
mistaken identity.

Lt. Cmdr. Chris Baumann, a
Pentagon spokesman, said early
today that five sailors were
recovered alive from the water,
causing the number of unaccounted for to be "at or close to
Details on the deaths and in-

juries were unavailable. No identities were released.
Extreme heat from the fires that
broke out d.ftEr the attack made a
portion of the ship too hot to enter.
even after the fires had been
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Approximately 2.50 people joined in a "Just Say No" march held Saturday from the Curris Center at MSU to the depot area at the MurrayCalloway County Park. The anti-drug march, organized by Judy Ingersoll, the "Just Say No" clubs of Calloway County and the Murray Optimist Club, was done in conjunction with other similar marches held

Forecast
Tonight and Tuesday will be
continued warm and humid
with a chance of thundershowers. Low tonight will be 65
to 70. High Nudity will be 80 to
85. Lied south or southeast
wind tonight through Tuesday.
The chance of rain will be 50
percent tonight and 30 percent
Tuesday.

LAKE LICVSLII
S65.2
Kentucky Lake
15e.8
Barkley Lake

The board of directors of the
Murray Civic Music Association
held the final meeting for the
1986-87 season on May 6. New
members were announced and
committee assignments for the
1987-88 season were made.
New members on the board are
Nita Head, C.B. Hunt, Eddie Mae

Applications now
being accepted
for MSU program
during summer

Outland, Jan Wilson and Sharon
Hart.
Officers for the coming year are
Kathryn Carman, president; Paul
Shahan, vice president for programming, assisted by C.B. Hunt;
Roger Reichmuth, vice president
for production, assisted by Bruce
Chamberlain; Marilynn Forrest,

vice president for public relations,
assisted by Eunice Mills, Irma
LaFollette and Nita Head; Sallie
Guy, secretary; and Joan
Whayne, treasurer.
Committee chairs are Jan
Wilson, children's concerts,
(Cont'd on page 2)

Officers honored

Applications are now being accepted at Murray State University
for the third annual Super Summerdays program June 22-25 for
gifted and talented elementary and
junior high students in the area.
Dr. Richard Hazier, associate
professor in the Department of
Educational Leadership and
Counseling and program director,
said students in grades one through
(Coned on page 2)

Lawmakers:
Reagan wrong
on exemption
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional investigators looking
Into the Iran-Contra affair say
President Reagan is wrong when
he asserts he was exempt from
congressional restrictions on U.S.
aid to Nicaraguan rebels.
"He's not a king and this is not a
monarchy," Sen. George Mitchell,
D-Maine, said Sunday on ABC.
TV's 'This Week with David
Brinkley." "The reality is that
Colonel (Oliver L.) North was
engaged in activities covered by"
the Boland amendment that banned U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan
Contras.
Rep. Jack Brooks, D-Texas,
said on CBS-TV's "Face the Nation" that the prelddent "is clearly
(Ossit'd so page

In conjunction with the National
Peace Officers Memorial Day
Saturday, local citizens and
dignitaries gathered for a
memorial service at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce Building. Above, the
614th Military Police Corp of Murray fired a salute in honor of the
fallen officers. Below, State
Senator Greg Higdon spoke to the
assembled audience. Among those
officers remembered in the
memorial iiMes were Novel
Murray chief
who died la 1157, and
Bather, a state game
,
wardeli who was killed this year.
In 1161, 161 officers were killed in
the Viibd bates, three corning
from Ramtmcky.

•
Staff photos by Scott 'Alkali
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Evangelists controversy
hurts Kentucky followers,
recent polling suggests
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LOUISY11-1-F Ky. (AP ) — Recent controversies involving
television evangelists have hurt
their following in Kentucky, but 40
percent of those questioned in a
newspaper poll released Sunday
said they make it a point to watch
at least one religious program
whenever they can.
The Bluegrass State Poll, conducted by The Courier-Journal,
found that almost 25 percent of the
state's adults have lost faith in the
credibility of TV evangelists after
Jim Bakker admitted to a tryst
and after the Rev Oral Roberts
said God had told him that he
would be "called home" unless he
raised $8 million by the end of
March.
The newspaper said one in five
people who have given money to
TV evangelists said the two controversies would cause them to
give less in the future. And more
than three in five Kentuckians now
an unfavorable opinion of
t TV evangelists, while one•
third think the video ministers are
leas religious than other clergy.
The newspaper polled 808 Kentucky adults between April 17 and
25. The margin of error was 3.5
percentage points. Results for the
336 regular viewers of television
evangelists have a margin of error
of plus or minus 5 percentage
points.
Of those who regularly watch
Roberts, only one in 10 believes
that God told Roberts he would be
summoned to heaven unless he
met his fund-raising deadline.
Members of Pentecostal
denominations, such as the
Assemblies of God, to which Bakker belonged, remain the staunchest supporters of TV
evangelists.
More than half of the
Pentecostals said they regularly
watch at least one evangelist's
program, and they were more
likely than other Kentuckians to
have a favorable opinion of TV
evangelists in general.
People who hold a fundamentalist religious view — that the Bible is the actual word of God and is
to be taken literally — represented
two-thirds of the TV evangelists'
audience but only half of those
polled.
Roman Catholics and members
of mainline Protestant sects —
such as Episcopalians, Methodists
and Presbyterians — were more
negative about TV evangelists
than other Kentuckians.
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Joey Davis performed for the marchers that participated in the "Just
Say No" anti-drug march held Saturday in Murray. The march started
at the Curris Center at MSE and ended at the depot area at the Murray •
Calloway Count.) Park.

Lawmakers...
(0sar4from page 1)
wrong" when he says the restriction didn't apply to him.
Sen. William Cohen. R-Maine,
also appearing on the CBS program, said: "There's growing
evidence a number of laws were
broken at specific periods of time.
I'm disappointed, and I have a
sense of outrage when I find there
have been clear examples of a
flouting of the rule of law."
All three legislators belong to
the House and Senate committees
jointly investigating the sale of
C.S. arms to Iran and the diversion of some of the money to the
U.S-backed
.
Contra guerrillas
fighting to overthrow Nicaragua's
leftist government.
•
One key question at the hearings, which enter a third week
Tuesday, has been whether U.S.
help to the Contras violated the
Boland amendment, which was
named after Rep. Edward Boland,
D-Mass.
The amendment banned official
C.S. military aid to the Contras
from October 1964 to October 1986,
but Reagan and his top aides have
asserted that the president did not
violate that law.
Reagan told reporters Saturday
he had "never done anything that
encroached upon or violated" the
Boland amendment.
On Nov. 21, Attorney General
Edwin A. Meese III began investigating the sales of U.S. arms
to Iran. A Justice Department
team searched North's office Nov.
22 and found a memo referring to
the diversion of proceeds from the
Iranian arms deals to the Contras.
The Sun said the documents Ms.
Hall altered were-written in April
and May 1985 by North to his
former boss, then-National Security Adviser Robert C. McFarlane.
The president was asked by the
reporters whether his remarks
meant he believed the amendment
did not apply to him.
"It so happens that it does not
apply to me. but I have never done
anything that encroaches on or
violates it," Reagan said

Making plans

Sunday accident
injures Murrayans
Three people were taken to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Sunday after a two-car accident on
WahLs Road at 10.15 a.m. approximately 12 miles east of Murray,
according to Kentucky State
Police reports.
The accident occurred when a
north-bound car driven by Billy
Barnett, 18, Hazel, collided with a
south-bound vehicle driven by
Pamela Sue Nance, 23, Rt. 8, Murray, after Barnett attempted to
negotiate a curve, a KSP
spokesman said.
Though Barnett had no injuries,
Nance and two passengers in her
car, Jason Gentry, 10, and Francis
Morris, 32, both of Murray, were
taken to the hospital.
The accident was investigated
by Trooper Chuck Riggs.

Graves Countians City firefighters
arrested at beach answer smoky call
Robert P. Riley, 21, and Howell
Halfield, 20, both of Rt. 4,
Mayfield, were arrested at
Wildcat Beach Saturday and
charged with knowingly recetving
*stolen property, according to
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams.
The charges were made in connection with the theft of a 1982
Oldsmobile from Fulton, the
sheriff said.
The two were lodged in the
Calloway County Jail, he said.
In an unrelated incident,
Williams reported the recovery of
a tractor which was stolen from
the Murray Country Club on Feb
11.
He said the tractor, which was
recovezed Friday. had been purchased in Tennessee by an unsuspecting individual. The tractor
Is valued at approximately $4,000.
he said

The Murray Fire Department
was called to the South Central
Bell Switching Board Command
Building, at the corner of Seventh
and Olive streets, on Sunday morning to investigate a fire alarm indicating that smoke was in the
building, according to fire department reports.
Upon arrival, fire officials
suspected that hazardous PCB
material might have been spilled,
resulting in the call for back-up
assistance from a Madisonville
special unit, according to reports.
Murray Fire Marshal Phil
Owens said that air samples are
being taken but he doesn't expect
anything will be found. He said
based on the survey yesterday all
evidence so far points to a
malfunction in an air conditioning
unit.
Owens said that no power was
lost and that a representative
from a hazardous waste management company, who is investigating the situation, and
under contract by the telephone
company, will report its findings
to the state's Environmental Protection Agency.
Murray fire fighters were at the
scene from 11:18 a.m. to 5:30 p.m
on Sunday.

Board...
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assisted by Libby Hart and cochairs Hal Houston and Neva Grey
Albritten, hospitality and
transportation Norinne Winter
will serve as assistant to the president and Betty Lowry will serve as
an advisory council member
The board recognized members
Neva Grey Albritten, Kathryn
Carman, Richard Farrell, Sharon
Plans are being made for an Arts and Crafts Festival on Saturday and
Hart, Nita Head, Irma LaFollette,
Sunday. July 1ti-111, at the Lead Between The lAkes-Fenton area by Xi Betty Lowry, Eunice Mills, Eddie
Alpha RI Chapter and Beta Sigma Phi. Pictured above,from left, are:
Mae Outland and Jan Wilson for
('andy Webb, Loretta Hosier, Ueda Rogers and Sylvia Thomas. Any Involunteering time at the Jackson
terested crafters can write Beta Sigma Phi at P.O. Box 117, Hardin, Ky., Purchase Arts Festival, April
or call 753-4511 after 3 p.m. Please send a self addressed envelope with
25-26. which was sponsored by the
your informative request.
Business Committee for the Arts

The poll found that 12 percent of
all Kentucky adults have sent
money to a TV evangelist and 5
percent have made contributions
In the past 12 months. Among people who regularly watch TV
evangelists, 23 percent have
donated money and 11 percent
have done so within the last year.
Many of the viewers who watch
the shows continued even though
they express some disenchantment with them. The poll found.
— Almost half the people who
lost faith in TV evangelists'
credibility also said they still
watch such programs.
— Two out of five people who
watch at least one evangelist on a
regular basis have an unfavorable
view of evangelists in general.
— About one in five people who
watch TV evangelists think they
are less religious than other
members of the clergy.
The 40 percent of Kentuckians
who "make it a point" to watch TV
evangelists are more likely to be
older, less affluent, less educated
and more politically conservative
than the 60 percent who do not
regularly watch these programs,
the poll said. Residents of eastern
Kentucky, and rural parts of the
state in general, are also more
likely to watch these shows, the
newspaper said.
The Rev. Jimmy Swaggart, an
Assemblies of God minister who
has feuded with Bakker, is watched by more Kentuckians than six
other regularly scheduled
religious programs: 26 percent
watch Swaggart, compared with
15 percent or less who watch the
PTL Club, Oral Roberts, Jerry
Falwell, Rex Humbard, Pat
Robertson or Robert Schuller.
The PTL Club is Bakker's
former program and is now run by
Falwell, who preaches on his own
"Old Time Gospel Hour."
The poll shows that a quarter of
the PTL watchers said they have
lost faith in the credibility of TV
evangelists. However, this
response was given by a similar
percentage of viewers of the other
six programs. The credibility
question was asked only of the 779
people who said they were aware
of the Bakker or Roberts
controversy.

Applications...
(Coat'd from page 1)
eight will have access to 16
separate course offerings in three
age groups.
Students in each course will meet
from 1 to 3:30 p.m. for the four
days. The cost for Super Summerdays is 850 for each student.
Four courses designed for
parents of participants to increase
their understanding and skills in
working with their children will
also be offered at no charge.
Super
Summerdays, an
outgrowth of the popular Super
Saturdays program, was developed
to provide quality instruction for
small groups of 15 or fewer highly
motivated and talented youngsters
on interesting subjects, Hazier
explained.
Instructors are selected from the
faculties of Murray State and surrounding schools, from other area
agencies such as the Tennessee
Valley Authority and The Center
for Environmental Education and
from among individuals known for
their specialized knowledge and
ability to work with children.
Hazier noted that Super Summerdays was developed in
response to the community and
area need and said he expects the
number of course offerings will
provide most applicants an opportunity to participate
Parents interested in the program for their children should see
the school's gifted and talented
coordinator or principal to determine a child's eligibility and to acquire necessary forms and
signatures.
Information may also be obtained from Community Education
Program, Center for Continuing
Education, 308 Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray,Ky..
42071, telephone (5021 762-2716.
Hazier emphasized that the
courses are expected to fill quickly and urged that applications be
submitted as soon as possible

Elect lilt) !trick
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — Brereton C. Jones, the wealthy Woodford
County horse breeder making his first run for public office in Kentucky,
picked up The Cdurier-Journal's endorsement for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant governor
The newspaper admitted that Jones' ideas are untested in the political
arena, but said "he offers voters a refreshing, vital presence and a
sharp mind willing to take on difficult problems and search for rational,
Innovative solutions"
The Sunday editorial noted that he founded the Kentucky Health Cart
Access Foundation, a statewide network that refers indigent patients for
charity care, and chaired Governor Collins' task force on the state
Medicaid program.
In both instances, the newspaper said, Jones "demonstrated his ability to build consensus and to bring disparate interests together. His
proven ability as a leader is just what's needed ..."
The newspaper said none of the other Democratic candidates — Attorney General David Armstrong, state Superintendent of Public Instruction Alice McDonald, Agriculture Commissioner David Boswell
and Pike County Judge-Executive Paul Patton — appears as promising
as Jones.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) — Former Gov. John Y Brown Jr., who is
again making a bid for the state's highest office, was endorsed by the
Lexington Herald-Leader for the Democratic nomination for governor.
The newspaper said Brown, who served as governor from 1979-83,
"deserves the opportunity ... to build on the successes of his first term,
to do even more this time around and ... to advance the cause of education in a state that has neglected its schools for too long."
The newspaper said its endorsement Sunday was not made without
some reservations, citing the question of Brown's lifestyle and the fact
that he has been less than specific in his discussion of the issues in this
race.
But the editorial concluded that "there is no candidate in this year's
Democratic field who comes without the kind of excess baggage that
concerns voters. In such a field, Brown's strengths outwiegh his
weaknesses, and, on balance, the strengths of his opponents."
The newspaper said each of Brown's rivals Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear,
former Gov. Jullari Carroll, Grady Stumbo and Wallace Wilkinson —
"has put forward some noteworthy proposals for helping move Kentucky forward. But none has offered enough to suggest that he would
make a better governor than Brown."
Brown also received the endorsement of the Paducah Sun.

Former governor sails his
tourism program during
stop in western Kentucky
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
John Y. Brown Jr. is bullish on
tourism.
"I think we're at economic war
in tourism," Brown said.
It is a war Brown said Sunday he
does nOt intend to lose.
Brown chose the lakes area of
far western Kentucky to announce
his tourism platform and then exhorted about 1,000 of his supporters to "bear down" in the final
few days before the May 26
Democratic primary.
Brown's weapon in the tourism
battle will be paid for with a 110
million promotional budget and
his most potent weapon — his OWT1
promotional skills.
"If there's any one thing that I
think I'm known for, it's being an
effective salesman," Brown said.
"This is one area I really
understand."
Brown was asked if his promotional ads would again feature his
own picture, as they did during his
4.1979-83 administration.
He would not reveal his
strategy, but he said he "may
have to get a better picture."
Brown was asked if alcoholic
beverages should be served in
state parks, but was unclear in his
response. Brown said the issue
should be decided at the county
level, presumably in local option
elections.
"I'm a pretty open-minded person, but that's a question I really
haven't addressed," he said.
Brown was in top form during
his supporters at a picnic put on by
his campaign.
"All right! Let's hear it," he
responded when greeted by
cheers. "We're coming back.
We're coming back."
The rally was held on the
grounds of the Kentucky Dam

Protest...

(Cont'd from page I)
brought under control, said
another Pentagon spokesman, Lt.
Col. Arnold Williams.
"There's been a lot of heroic actions by the crew, and it's been
their prompt actions that figured
Into saving the ship." Williams
said.
The ship was hit around 2 pm.
EDT as it was patrolling in an
area about 85 miles northeast of
Bahrain. the Pentagon's' cliief
spokesman, Robert Sims, said.
Sims said the Stark was attacked by two Iraqi Mirage F-1
fighters. each of which fired one
Exocet missile from a range of
about 20 miles. He said at least one
missile scored a hit, and it was
possible that both hit the ship
There was extensive damage to
the 445-foot vessel, which was left
City planners to meet with "a 10-foot to 15-foot
The Murray Planning Commis- diameter" hole in its side, Sims
sion will meet in regular session said
The frigate, which is smaller
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Council
than a destroyer, carries a normal
Chambers at City Hall
The Murray Board of Zoning ad- crew of roughly 200 sailors and
justment will also meet in regular officers.
At the State Department,
session on Wednesday at 515 p m
In the Conference Room, City spokeswoman Deborah Cavin
said, "We have strongly protested
Hall

•

Village State Park and leaned
heavily toward red, white and blue
— bunting, balloons, stickers and
even popsicles.
Brown was buoyed on his arrival
with the news that he had been endorsed by The Paducah Sun in an
editorial Sunday.
The editorial was to Brown's liking. "Boy, they've got my whole
campaign theme in here," he said.
Brown was so impressed, he
even read from the editorial to
begin his speech.
The address was vintage Brown,
who was accompanied by his wife,
Phyllis George Brown and three of
his children.
"We were on a crusade and I'm
back on a crusade again," Brown
said. "That's why I'm coming
back because I'm your first
team."
On education: "I'm not going to
allow failure."
On tourism: "If I can't do it, I'm
going to call on Phyllis to do it.
What a spokesman she'd be for
tourism."
Pointing across Kentucky Lake
to the Land Between the Lakes
recreation area, Brown pledged to
use all of his influence to save it
from federal budget cutters.
Brown was accompanied by
former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"
Breathitt, a native of western Kentucky and they both urged the
crowd to continue their work on
Brown's behalf.
"Let's have a victory on election
day," Brown said. "More importantly, let's have a mandate."
The reception he received,
which included a sing-along of
sorts of his campaign theme song,
obviously was to Brown's
"You inspire me," he said.
"You bring out the best in me."

the attack to the Iraqi ambassador
in Washington and instructed our
ambassador in Baghdad to make a
similar protest there."
"We take this event with the utmost seriousness," Shultz said at a
speech to the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee. "We
know the source of this missile ...
and we demand a full
accounting."

Strawberries are
ripe for picking
Glen Sims says his one-acre
strawberry patch on Ky. 94 east of
Murray will be producing berries
for two more weeks.
"We're in Lynn Grove — we're
easy to find," Sims said.
Sims is one of a number of
strawberry growers in the county
reporting a plentiful harvest this
season.
Others that have reported excellent yields and berries to pick
are: Wallace U-Pick on Poor
Farm Road, Reck's Produce in
Kirksey, Frank Hill 641-U-Pick,
Joe Bill Friday in Hazel and
Lowe's 04 East
"There are probably other patches but these are the ones reporting," a spokesman said

• ••••••
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Mirrray Ledger & Times
Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Heavenly confines
get a true believer

“... AND REMEMBER, YOUR DIPLOMA MEANS MORE THAN JU51 THE KEYSTO A Bm‘A/

It's been said so often that it's
become a cliche: no baseball fans
are more loyal than those of the
Cubs.
But is that really true? And is
there any way that such fan loyalty can be measured?
A Sox fan will scoff that most
Cub followers are mere baseballignorant trendies,jumping aboard
when they're winning, but invisible during the hard times. Hanging out in sports theme bars and
more interested in the beer and
creatures of the opposite sex than
In the fine points of the game. And
there's no question that many such
fickle creatures exist.
It can also be pointed out that
teams in several cities, such as
Los Angeles, have greater attendance. Or that New York fans are
consistently rowdier and more
demanding.

Letters To The Editor

Teacher urges voters to say 'yes' to Noe on election day
Dear Editor:
I would like to inform the voters
of a well qualified candidate for
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Roger Noe. Mr. Noe has
twelve years of experience in
Elementary and Secondary Education, and Higher Education in Kentucky. Roger is a proud Kentuckian
who is concerned with improving
the quality of education in our
state. Roger is a graduate of
Cumberland College and Eastern
Kentucky University. Presently, he
is a Doctoral candidate at the

University of Kentucky. Rogei
understands the need for improving education since he has three
young children.
Roger Noe is concerned with increasing our literacy rate, adding
elementary counselors in our
schools to combat social problems
which face our youth, drastically
reducing our dropout rate, and he
feels with improvements in education comes economic development.
Roger feelk these improvements
must come itan early age for our

Brock candidacy supported
Dear Editor;
As a mother of young children, I
Implore our voters to seriously consider their vote on May 26th.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction sets the pace for the entire education system. If that
leader's first priority is politics, we
can expect a political education
system. But if that leader is a professional educator, we can then expect decisions that are motivated

by what is best for our children and
teachers.
Please, let's put an experienced
educator in as the head of the
education system, not another
politician. Let's elect Dr. John
Brock for Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
Pam Whitehead
General Delivery
Stoney Fork, Ky 40988

Sloan endorses Fred Cowan
Dear Editor:
In my years as Louisville Mayor
and JeffersOn County Judge/Executive, I have worked with many
fine public servants. One of the
best of them, State Representative
Fred Cowan, is a candidate for Attorney General in the May 26
Democratic Party.
Fred Cowan has earned a
reputation here and in Frankfort

as a hardworking and effective
legislator and as a man of unquestionable honesty and integrity. I
urge my friends and supporters to
vote for Fred Cowan for Attorney
General on May 26.
Sincerely,
Harvey I. Sloane, M.D.
Jefferson Co.
Judge/Executive
1401 South 4th St.
Louisville, Ky. 40208

Sponsorship is appreciated
Dear Editor;
I wanted you to know how much
I appreciate you sponsoring me for
the Miss Kentucky Teen U.S.A.
Pageant, in Louisville, on May
23rd.
You might like to know I was
crowned Miss State Southern Beauty Queen, and Pro-Am Modeling

Queen, at Paducah May 9th.
This has been a lot of fun for me,
and I could not have done it if it had
not been for my sponsors,so thanks
again.
Sincerely,
Stacie Williams
Route 2
Hazel, Ky.

children to be successful in the
future.
Roger Noe has publicly committed himself to seeking only one executive office in state governmentSuperintendent of Public Instruction. He is committed to only one interest group in Kentucky-the
children of our state. If you want to
see major improvements in educe-

tion, Public input into education,
and removal of politics in education, say yes to NOE. A vote for Noe
is a vote for the children of
Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Jim Lyles
Classroom teacher
6510 New Hope Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001

Vote for Barber encouraged
Dear Editor:
On May 26, the voters of Kentucky can elect an experienced,
dedicated educator to the office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction. I urge all people who truly

care about education in our state to
vote for and be supportive of Raymond Barber.
Sincerely,
Barbara Baskett
1563 Wright's Land Road
Owensboro, KY 42303

Barber supported by parent
Dear Editor:
Although all of my children are
grown and out of school, I know
that Education is of major importance to the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
The need to go forward with the
educational programs that have
been established and the implementation of ne* and better programs can only be accomplished

by a person who has experience
and knowledge of the Department
of Education, the State and local
school systems, and the
Legislature.
Therefore, I strongly support
Raymond Barber for Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Sincerely,
Lucille Beckner
4311 Lynnbrook Dr.
Louisville, Ky. 40220

Some even say that the image of
a Cub fan as "long-suffering"
doesn't necessarily mean we're
loyal. As Slats Grobnik has suggested: "Maybe all that suffering
just means we're stupid."
But I think I have some evidence
that the attitudes of Cub fans are
unique. At least those fans who
have been around for more than a
season or two.
I recently received a letter from
a woman named Donna Davis,
who lives in Woodstock,- IL. She
wrote,:
"Let me tell you about a Cub fan
who was buried today in her own
Cubs sweater and with a 1987 Cubs
schedule next to her in her casket.
She was a wife, mother of four,
grandmother of four, had worked
in the same job for 27 years and
was a friend and neighbor to my
parents and family for over 25
ycars.
"Her husband, Bob, nearly
broke our hearts when he called to
say: 'The ball game's over.'
"This woman, Shirley
Schroeder, had been a Cub fan for
as long as I have known her.
'One of the flower arrangements at her burial today
had several Cub balloons sticking
out from among the flowers.
"And as I look out of my kitchen
window over the Schroeder yard, I
can see the Cub flag and the Cub
wind sock still blowing."
After reading the letter, we
spoke to the late Mrs. Schroeder's
daughter, Cyndy, and she said,
yes, there had definitely had been
a Cub theme at the funeral.
In addition to the Cub Balloons,
and the 1987 season schedule that
had been tucked into a pocket of
the Cub sweater that the deceased
wore, one of the floral displays
bore a Cub pennant.

Ten years ago
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller presided at a meeting of
Helath systems Agency West held
May 13 and 14 at Hopkinsville.
The Youth Fellowship of First
United Methodist Chdrch collected $121 for flood victims of
Eastern Kentucky on May 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson
will observe their 50th wedding an-

GiftAIMF

purchasing a gift of sight for someone. The members of the Murray Lions Club and all those that
have been helped join me in saying
thank you for your help this year
and in the past. If we missed you
this year, please contact a Lions
Club member and we will be happy to deliver to you whatever you
need.
Sincerely,
Richard Tuck, Chairman
Broom and Bulb Sale
Mike Outland, President
Murray Lions Club

Martin County, the owner of a used Ford pickup truck pays about
the same amount of property taxes
as Norfolk-Southern Railroad does
on its 81,333 acres of coal. The state
Court of Appeals has recently ruled that the present exemption of
the out of state corporations from
the property tax is illegal under the
Kentucky Constitution.
During the 1984 General
Assembly, Lt. Governor Steven
Beshear told me and other citizens
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lobbying for the "unmined
minerals tax" bill, in private
meetings, that he supported the bill
and would do everything he could
to help it pass. The bill did not pass
in 1984, but I felt optimistic of its
eventual passage since the Lt.
Governor, who I knew would be a
strong candidate for governor, supported this public interest legislation. I even agreed to be a member
of Lt. Governor Beshear's Energy
& Environment committee of his
"Kentucky Tomorrow" project,
since I had faith in his strong
stance on issues of which I am
concerned.
I began to suspect that the Lt.
Governor was less than sincere on
the issues I am concerned with
when I first caught wind of the
enormous campaign contributions
heaped upon him by coal operators,
including $3,000.00 from the wife of
L.D. Gorman, a notorious Perry
County stripminer now under investigation by the United States
Department of the Interior. My
suspicions were confirmed when I
recently read Lt. Governor
Bedtear's comments on the unminad minerals tax, which he now oppose. His comments sound like the
same ones I heard from the presi-

dent of the Kentucky Coal Association when he testified before the
legislature. Apparently, the Lt.
Governor opposes requiring the out
of state owners of Kentucky's coal
deposits to pay property taxes even
though the state Court of Appeals
has said the law requires it.
One candidate has the guts to
take a strong stand on issues and
then stick with his position. That
candidate is Grady Stumbo. Dr.
Stumbo is the only candidate to
support fairness in taxation by requiring the large absentee energy
corporations that own the coal
wealth of this state to pay at least
as much as you and I do on our
homes. As the one candidate in the
governor's race from the
coalfields, Dr. Stumbo understands
that we can only improve education
in the mountains and western Kentucky coalfields by requiring the
owners of the real wealth, the out
of state corporations who own the
coal, to pay their fair share in property taxes.
I urge everyone to vote for Dr.
Grady Stumbo for governor.
Very truly yours,
Joe F. Childen, Jr.
Attorney at Law
Lexington, Kentucky

niversary on May 21.
Pam Todd, Janet Murdock and
Gail Smotherman of Calloway
County High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
received their State FHA degrees
at the Kentucky FHA meeting
held at Louisville.
Twenty years ago
Toy Garrison, 59, died May 16
when the truck he was driving for
Kentucky Highway Department
fell into the water after the bridge
on old Murray-New Concord Road
collasped. The bridge had been apparently weakened by the nine inches of rain falling in Calloway
County during May.
BUR3 Robert Dale Woodall is
serving with Seabees of United
States Navy in DaNang, Vietnam.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Joe M. Hutson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Worlick W. Hutson, was
graduated from Fifth Army Food
Service School's eight-week cook's
course at Fort Riley, Kan.
C.T. Winslow Jr. spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House. He
was introduced by Owen
Billington.
A picture of the student body of
Kelley School in 1897 is published.
The picture belongs to Monico
Waldrop.

Lexington attorney supports Stumbo for governor
To the Editor:
For the last eight years, I have
worked and lobbied to see that the
Commonwealth's valuable coal
deposits are taxed at the same rate
as homes and businesses. Currently, coal in the ground, 80-90% of
which is owned by large out of state
corporations, is virtually exempt
from property taxation while
homeowners and owners of small
businesses in the coalfields are
forced to pay for their schools,
roads and other basic services. In
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Looking Back

Lions Club fund-raiser a success
Dear Editor:
The Murray Lions Club has just
completed another annual Broom
and Bulb sale. We would like to
thank all the fine people in Murray
that help make this event successful year after year. Without
your generous help we would not be
able to provide the eye examinations, glasses, and corrective eye
surgery we do each year. This past
year we were able to spend
$5,000.00 in helping people regain
their sight. As you purchase the
brooms and bulbs you are actually

And Mrs. Schroeder was buried
while wearing a Cub cap that was
festooned with a variety of Cub
buttons.
Cyndy said that her mother had
season tickets, was a member of
the Diehard Cub Fans Club. And
when the Cubs had a fans' convention last winter, the entire family
came from around the country to
take part.
"My parents, the four children
and their husbands and wife and
the grandchildren all stayed at the
Hyatt for the weekend. My mother
even met Harry Carey."
Not long after the Cubs convention, it was discovered that Mrs.
Schroeder had a fatal illness
So she and her husband went to
Arizona to watch spring training.
"Her last hurrah was with the
Cubs," Cyndy said.
So I challenge the fans of any
other team to give me an example
of loyalty that can match Mrs.
Schroeder's. Has a Yankee fan
ever been buried in their fabled
pinstripes? Did - a White Sox fan
ever go to meet his maker while
wearing a Sox sweater? Has any
Met fan been sent down that last
base path with a Met cap on his
head?
And Mrs. Schroeder wasn't the
first Cub fan to depart in such
style. About seven or eight years
ago, a man who had lived near
Champaign. IL, was buried in a
complete Cub uniform. Can any
Cardinal fan match that?
When I mentioned Mrs.
Schroeder's unusual funeral arrangements to my wife, she sat
silently for a few minutes, thinking about it.
Then she said: "That's an interesting idea. I wonder how many
empty bottles I could fit in your
casket."

•
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Golf, bridge and luncheon scheduled at Oaks
^

Lathes day events at Oak Country Club on Wednesday. May 20,
will include golf and bridge at 9:30
a.m and a luncheon at noon.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by today with
Mary Bain or Ethelene McCallon,
co-chairmen. Bridge will be at
9:30 a.m
A golf team scramble will be
played at 9:30 a.m. The Spring
Tournament has been postponed
until May 27. Golf hostesses will be
Hazel Beale, 753-2510. or Anna Lou
Coleman. 753-0818.
Golf teams are as follows:
Tee I — Laura Parker. Martha

Broach, Hazel Beale, Anna Lou
Coleman and Isabel Parks;
Tee! — Gram , James, Mary
Garner, Judy Hooper, Vickie
Oliver and Mary Wells;
Tee 3 — Sue Wells, Denay
Hargrove, Melva Hatcher, Irene
Woods and Marie Weaver;
Tee 4 — Wanda Brown, Erma
Tuck, Crystal Parks, Ada Roberts
and Cheryl Darnell;
Tee 5 — Burlene Brewer, Brenda Parker, Shirley Wade, Linda
Oliver and Sallyanne Sawyer;
Tee 6 — Vickie Singleton, Mary
C. Lamb, Doris Rose, Martha Butterworth and Lela Christenberrv

DATEBOOK
Nursing Society will meet
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet tonight(Monday )
at 7 p.m. in the Administrative Board Room of Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. The program will be on "Community Resources"
and will be presented by a panel. Two contact hours of continuing education will be awarded to R.N.s who attend. For more information call
1-442-1310.

Cancer Club plans meeting
A meeting of the Coping with Cancer Club will be Wednesday, May 20,
at 3 p.m. in third floor family room of Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. Cancer patients, their families and friends are invited to attend. For more information call 1-442-1310 or 1-575-2176.

Hazel plans trash pickup
Trash pickup for the city of Hazel will be Thursday, May 21, starting
at s a.m. Trash will be picked up one time on each street. For more information call Hazel Mayor Bill Hudson, 492-8220.

Winners from golf play on May
13 have been released by Sue
Wells, hostess, u follows:
Cbiunfiseship flight — Wanda
Brown, first, Burlene Brewer,
second,
First flight — Vickie Oliver.

Murray Country Club
ladies plan golf play
Murray Country Club Ladies'
Golf activity for Wednesday. May
20, will be a scramble at 9 a.m.
Each one is asked to bring a
potluck sack lunch.
Those not listed in the line up
who wish to play are encouraged
to come and be paired at the tee or
call one of the hostesses, Mary
Frances Bell and Betty Scott.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee LA — Norma Frank, Sue
Brown and Ethelene McC7allon;
Tee 1B — LaVerne Ryan, Billie
Cohoon and Toni Hopson;
-Tee! — Lula Bingham, Frances
Parker, Betty Lowry and Rowena
Cullom;
Tee 3 — Martha Sue Ryan, Lois
Keller, Edith Garrison and
Frances Hulse;
Tee 4A — Sadie West,Corky Ice,
Jerelene Sullivan and Nancy
Fandrich;
Tee 4B — Mary Bazzell, Theresa
Garland, Margaret Shuffett and
Martha Eniz:

Revival at North Pleasant
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have a
three-night revival meeting starting Wednesday and continuing through
Friday. Services will be at 7 p.m. each night with the Rev. Gene Gough
of Milburn Chapel Cumberland Presbyterian Church, West Paducah, as
guest speaker The pastor, the Rev. Danny Holt, invites the public to
attend.

.Vission trip meeting planned
A meeting concerning the Brazil Mission Trip will be Tuesday, May
19. at 7 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church. The Rev.
Richard Walker will be present to meet with those who are genuinely interested in going on a medical dental mission team to the Amazon
Valley of Brazil the latter part of July and the first of August either this
year or sometime in the future.

I'MM and CMF plan meeting
The United Methodist Men of First United Methodist Church and the
Christian Men's Fellowship of First Christian Church will have a joint
meeting on Wednesday. May 20. at 6:30 p.m. in the social hall of First
United Methodist Church. Gerald Jones will talk about the Volunteers in
Missions program in the United Methodist Conference. The meal,
prepared by Pattie Mae Moody, will be $3 per person. For information
call the church offices.

Carmen Glass promoted
Marine Lance Cpl. Carmen M. Glass. daughter of Cecil M. and
Catherine M. Glass of Rt. 8, Murray, was promoted to her present rank
and has reported for duty with 1st Marine Amphibious Brigade, Marine
Corps Air Station. Kaneohe Bay, Hiawaii. A 1986 graduate of Calloway
County High School. she joined the Marine Corps in June 1986.

Lucas Alan Johnson born
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Johnson of 16 Welch St., Clarksville. Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Lucas Alan, weighing six pounds six ounces, born on
Sunday. May 10, at Clarksville Memorial Hospital. The mother is the
former Patty McCuiston. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCuiston of Murray.. Mrs. June Huches of McKenzie, Tenn., and Charles
Johnson of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Annie Johnson'and
Mr and Mrs. Boyce McCuiston of Murray and Mrs. Stella Flood of
Farm ington
(Coat'd oa page 5)

first, Doris Rose, second;
Second flight — Shirley Wade,
first, Denay Hargrove, second;
Third flight — Brenda Parker,
first, Cheryl Darnell, second;
Fourth flight — Judy Hooper
first, Lela Christenberry, second

Tee 5 — Nancy Haverstock,
Louise Lamb, Becky Wilson and
Betty Jo Purdom;
Tee I — Rainey Apperson,
Tonya Fike, Anna Mary Adams
and Peggy Shoemaker;
Tee 7 — Nancy Orr, Christie
Harris, Dana Stonecipher and
Evelyn Jones;
Tee 8 — Madelyn Lamb,
Cathryn Garrott, Mary Belle
Overbey and Betty Scott;
Tee 9 — Diane Villanova, Mary
Frances Bell, Pat Claypool and
Inus Orr.
Winners for play on May 13 as
released by the golf hostesses,
Edith Garrison and Lula
Bingham, are as follows:
Low gross — Jerelene Sullivan;
Low putts — Cathryn Garrott;
Longest drive on No. 3 — Mary
Bogard;
Team prize — Betty Jo Purdom,
Lula Bingham, Jane Fitch and
Toni Hopson.

Gamma Chapter meets
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma had a recent meeting at
Oak Hill Country Club, Clinton.
The 9:30 a.m. breakfast was attended by 40 members and five
guests.
Pauline Waggener, president,
presided. Mavis McCamish led the
invocation.
Group singing was led by Ruth
Ann Harrell and Jean Elgin.
Loucille Owings, Agnes Sublette
and Louse Ealy presented a program on the early history of the
River Counties of Western
Kentucky.
Carolyn Sullivan, program
chairman, presented Edna Lynn

Radford who introduced the
program.
Hostesses were Katherine
Williamson, chairman, Edna Radford, Barbara Amberg, Joan
Brawley, Mary Sue McKendree,
Wilna Wilson, Patsy Eddleman,
Phyllis Swindler and Judy Long.
Those present from Calloway
County were Georgia Adams,
Karen Crick, Sue Fairless, Vanda
Gibson, Mildred Hatcher, Ann
Herron, Laura Jennings, Jane
Lane, Mavis McCamish, Pauline
McCoy, Lorene Swann, Louise
Swann, Halene Visher, Pauline
Waggener and Juanita Sparks.

John Menkhaus Jr. wins
John Menkhaus Jr., formerly of
Murray, has been named for a
special honor at the 1987 Honors
and Recognition Banquet held
April 22 by the University of Kentucky at Lexington's Marriott
Resort.
Menkhaus Jr. was named as the
Singletary outstanding male
graduating senior at UK. He is
now from Fort Thomas. His
father, John Menkhaus Sr., is a
former band director at Murray
High School.
The Singletary top senior award
carries $1,000 prizes and is sponsored by the UK Student Activities
Board. Menkhaus was an SGA
senator for the College of Fine

ELECT
LESLIE
FURCHES

•
Mn. Marvin (Kim) McFarlane shows some of the dolls and items she
discussed at the April meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.

Members of J.N. Williams Chapter of the UDC seated around the dining
table at the home of Mrs. Harding Wells were,from left, Mrs. Ed Davis,
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, Mrs. Charlotte Barker, standing, Mrs. JO.
Chambers, Mrs. Hazel Lancaster, Mrs. Wells, standing, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn and Mrs. Glen Hodges. Not pictured are Mrs. Marvin
McFarlane, Mrs. N.A. Ezell and Mrs. John LIvesay.

UDC Chapter meets
Mrs. Marvin (Kim) McFarlane
was guest speaker at the April
meeting of the J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy held at the
home of Mrs. Harding Wells.
The speaker spoke about
"Children of the Plantations." She
brought numerous dolls and other
toys from the generations of her
own family. She described in
detail a day spent by these
children, from the time they were
awakened, dressed and taken outside to play with other children.
Mrs. McFarlane mentioned the
lessons the children attended and
the instructions received in sewing
and manners. The tea parties held
on the porches, which was play to
the children as well as learning the
proper way to serve and eat and
good manners being stressed.
The speaker introduced her
daughter, Mary Muse McFarlane,

Arts and chairman of the Collegians for Academic Excellence.
Menkhaus, who has a double
major in music and political
science, is the son of Mrs. William
Campbell, 315 Highland Ave., Fort
Thomas.
He is a memberof the UK Marching Band, the UK Symphonic
Winds Ensemble, the UK Jazz
Ensemble and the UK Basketball
Pep Band. He served on the Central Kentucky Concert and Lecture Series Board, the board of
directors for the Kentucky Kernel, "He who wants a rose must respect
daily student newspaper, the the thorn."
— Persian proverb.
President's Roundtable, and both
Phi Beta Kappa and Omicron
Delta Kappa, national honor
South had eyes only for the roses
society.
in his play of today's game. He was
soon to discover that thorns are an
important part of every rosebush.
South ruffed the second heart and
played the three high trumps, hopOne newborn admission and ing for a 3-3 break. West's discard
dismissals at Murray-Calloway was an unwelcome sight but South
County Hospital for Thursday, did not give up. He tried to run dumMay 14, have been released as my's clubs, but they didn't go far.
follows:
East ruffed the third round to lead
Newborn admission
another heart, and South was held to
Cope baby girl, parents, Bridget
and Willard, Rt. 3, Box 308, only eight tricks(down two).
"I should have raised your clubs,"
Benton.
confessed
South. "At that game you
Dismissals
Wavel Curd, 727 Riley Ct., Mur- could have established my spade
ray; Watha Mills, Rt. 1, Dexter; suit and would have scored an easy
Mrs. Esther McCallon, Rt. 1, Box 11 tricks."
"You're right about that," replied
55, Murray;
Harry Recker,65 Bee Creek Dr., North. "But you should have made
Murray; Roland Ramey,79A Lake four spades also."
Shore, Hamlin;
South makes his game if he caters
Kelly Stubblefield, 207 North to the probability that trumps are 4Cherry St., Murray; Mrs. Mary 2, a split that occurs about half the
Jones, 411 South Ninth St., time. On the second round of hearts,
Murray;
South throws a diamond instead of
Mrs. Julie Edwards, Rt. 4, Box rutting. If the defenders continue
297-A, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. hearts, dummy can ruff and
if they
Elizabeth Carter, Rt. 1, Box 325,
switch to something else, South can
Farmington;
manage the play to hold his losses to
(Awit'Iea page 5)
three tricks

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

Baby, dismissals
listed, Thursday

Calloway County

DISTRICT
JUDGE
On

May 26th
*Murray State University graduate.
*Law degree from University of Louisville.
*Practicing attorney in Murray since 1983.
*Public Defender attorney 1983-1985.
*Member of Murray/Calloway Co. Spouse Abuse
Shelter Governing Board.
*Member of Calloway Co. task force on Chidren's
Health and Mental Protection (CHAMPS).
*Experience in all types of cases before District
Court.
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who at the age of three months will
be one of the youngest members in
the Childre of the Confederacy.
Mrs. McFarlane was introduced
by her mother, Mrs. Ed Davis,
who as vice president, presided at
the meeting which was opened
with a pledge to the flags. Mrs.
Douglas Shoemaker, chaplain,
gave the devotion.
During the business session,
Mrs. Glen Hodges,secretary, read
the minutes. Various chairman
gave reports.
Also present were Mesdames
Charlotte Barker, J.O. Chambers,
N.A. Ezell, John Livesay, Hazel
Sykes Lancaster and Leonard
Vaughn.
The chapter will meet Wednesday, May 20, at 1:30 p.m. fora
dessert at the Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn. Ed Davis will present
a program on "Gen. Joe
Wheeler."

(hamburger,
hot cheese,
taco sauce)
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. William Gargus of
Rt. 7, Murray, will be honored
with a reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, May 24.
Hosted by their son and
daughter-In-law and grandchildren, the event will be from 2
to 4 p.m. in the Community Room
of the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
All friends and relatives are invited. No formal invitations will
be sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Gargus were married on May 29, 1937, by I.A.
Sturgis in Metropolis, Ill. Their attendants were Pat Mardis and
Vernell Edwards who also were
married on that day.
Mrs. Gargus, the former Omega
Tucker, was employed at Murray
State University for 28 years working at the University School and
later at Faculty Hall.
Mr. Gargus is a veteran of
World War II and a retired
farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Gargus are
members of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
They have one son, Sherrill
Gargus, who is married to the
former Greta Brooks, and they
reside on Rt. 2, Murray.
Their grandchildren are Mrs.

Murray High School Spring
Sports Banquet will be at 7:30 p.m.
in cafeteria of school.
————
Murray Lodge No. 106 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Masonic Temple.
————
Parents Anonymous is scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. For information call 7624862 or 7624851.
————
Children and Youth activities
will be at 6 p.m. in gym of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.

Mr. and Mrs. William Gargus
Gargus. One great-grandchild is
Wesley Brooks Claiborne.

David V. Miller
choses to attend
Colorado College
David Vernon Miller, a 1987
graduating senior at Calloway
County High School, has chosen to
attend Colorado College, Colorado
Springs, Colo., where he harbeen
awarded a $4,800 renewable
scholarship.
Miller, son of Dr. Michael G.
and Phyllis Miller of Rt. 2, Murray, was awarded the scholarship

NURSES ASSIST — As a community project, students of Practical Nursing Class of Murray Area Vocational School helped with the American
Red Cross regional blood drive at Murray State University. They include, from left, Lisa Pugh, Penny Dick, Rhonda Phillips and Susan
CaPPs-

David Vernon Miller
on the basis of academic and
extra-curricular achievements.
The Calloway County senior also
received notification of scholarships of $8,000 from Tulane
University, New Orleans, La., and
a $6,100 grant from the University
of Denver, Denver, Colo., but
Miller chose to attend Colorado
College.
While at Calloway County High,
he has been a member of the Beta
Club, Academic Team,Chess Club
and Foreign Language Club and is
an amateur astronomer.
Miller will enroll this August as
a freshman at Colorado College, a
co-educational independent
liberal arts college with an enrollment of 1,850.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON Fraternity held a bowl-a-thon recently to raise
money for W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training center for the handicapped). Fraternity metntilirs obtained sponsors who pledge an amount per
pin bowled. The members raised 2838.54 for W.A.T.C.H., a non-profit
organization that depends on 40 pecent of their operating funds to come
from donations. The Kentucky Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon at
Murray State University is located at 1400 Main St., Murray. It was
founded in 1989 and presently has 55 active members. "The sigma Phi
Epsilon Fraternity has displayed leadership and a genuine concern for
others less fortunate. Everyone at W.A.T.C.H. thanks them," said
Peggy Williams, W.A.T.C.H. Executive Director.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 4)

Patients are dismissed
Roy Acuff chosen
for special honor
at Belmont College

Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, include Joseph Brooks of Dexter an:. Paul Rogers and Larue
Wells of Murray.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Grand Ole Opry star Roy Acuff,
the king of country music," has
been chosen for induction to the
Colleglatus at Belmont College,
the equivalent of receiving an
honorary degree.
Acuff, 83, has made donations
for music scholarships at the college. Six students attend school on
a scholarship in his name.
Acuff has sung on the Opry, a
live country music show,for about
50 years.

The Paducah Genealogical Festival will be Saturday, June 6, at First
Christian Church, 415 Audubon Dr., Paducah. Carol Radmacher will
speak on Illinois Research and John Whitfield will speak on the Civil
War in Western Kentucky. There will be a $10 registation fee per person.
and at tge door the fee will be $12. Persons are to bring their own sack
lunches and drinks will be available. Make checks payable to McCracken Co. Genealogical Society, Ellen McLeon, Irvin Cobb Apts. 4701,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.

Genealogical festival planned

Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
meet at 7 p.m. in Community
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank.
Tuesday, May 19
Murray Shrine Club members
will meet with parents of Head
Start students to discuss upcoming
Mini Clinic on June 13 at Madisonville at 7 p.m. at Special Education Building, Murray State
University.
————
Retirees of Local 1068 UAWAFL-CIO and of other locals and
their spouses will have a covered
dish luncheon at 5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
————
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
————
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a church-wide skating party
at 6 p.m, at Roller Skating of
Murray.
————
Brazil Mission meeting will be
at 7 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.
————
Mothers' Morning Out of First
United Methodist Church will be at
9 a.m. at home of Brenda Turner.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
"Dance Magic" will be
presented by Lyndia Cochran
Dance and Gymnastics at 7 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.
————
James E. Welch, a representative of Kentucky Center for
Veterans Affairs, will be at National Guard Armory from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
————
Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m., 3:30 p.m. and 6:30
p.m.
————
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dexter Senior Citizen Center
from 9 to 11 a.m. and\at Hardin
State Parking Lot fron't-I/:30 to
2:30 p.m.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
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Hearing Aid C.anter
200$ Ad,. Murray

Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 8:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
————
Senior citizens activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
————
Fidelis Sunday School Class of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at 2:30 p.m.
————
Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Dorothy Chaney.
————
Wednesday, May 20
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Members of The Salvation Army Unit Committee will meet at 12
noon at Pagliai's.
————
Cookout and Bible Study for
Youth will be from 6 to 8 p.m. in
pavilion of Murray-Calloway
County Park.
————
Joint meeting of First United
Methodist Church Men and First
Christian Church CWM will be at
6:30 p.m. in social hall of First
United Methodist Church.
————
Family night potluck with Shining Light Sunday School Class in
charge will be at 6 p.m. at Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Representatives from Rivbr City Mission in
Paducah will speak to Baptist Men
and Women concerning work being done there and some of their
needs.

Wednesday,May Si
a.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon
at 1.2 noon.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Larry Seay's Market at Lynnville from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Tri
City Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will be at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Parenting Class will meet at 7
p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850 and Skywallt at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
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Catch the
actionLWe'll
develop the
fun!
QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING IN
JUST 1 HOUR

2 Prints
For
The Price
Of 1

Ladies' day golf will start at 9

,Hospital...
((ont'd from page 4)
Mr.. Loretta Dillon. Rt. 1, Box
126, Dexter; Michael Davenport,
Rt. 1, Box 155, Almo;
Mrs. Melissa McLeod, Rt. 1, Box
515, Benton; Mrs. Erin Reed, Rt.
5, Box 1313, Murray;
Mrs. Addie Brisendine expired) Rt. 1, Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs.
Mary Turnbow (expired I Box 78,
Hazel.
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*SUPER SPECIALS*

Snap Shot
Photo

an daily for month of JunR
only 3999
Tan daily June - August
8999
Call 753-8477

1 HOUR
PHOTO
)
DE VEL OPING

THE TROPICS

Open: Mon.-Sat., 9-6
Olympic Plaza, Murray
759-9347

901 Coldwater Road

Summer Sizzler Sale
Afortt.,

The Class of '87!

20 /0

On Bali Bras
Save
stvics #180. #2020. #3668, 02s #2830

KEADMORE
753-8056

Tuesday, May 19
at CallowayCpunty Health Center.

4

Class of '87 stein and
matching button, both
for just $13.00.

ME MEANING TEST
•lioaring Aida Said On 30 Day Trial
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-Community events listed - Monday,May 11
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Olin Moore.

Danny (Gina) Claiborne, Miss
Julie Gargus and Miss Amy

MONDAY. MAY 11.
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MSU spring graduate joins firm of Price Waterhouse
Phillip D. May of Gilbertsville, a
1987 spring graduate of Murray
State L'ruversity, credits the formal and practical aspects of his
education as "keys” to the "door"
of his first professional opportuni-

ty as a college graduate, a position
with the Price Waterhouse accounting firm
May will start to work as a
member of the audit staff in the
Nashville office of Price

„

Phillip May of GilbertsvWe, a 198; accounting graduate from Murray
mate L niversity. will put his professional skills to the test June 1
when be begins his job with Price Waterhouse in Nashville. May
credits Murray State's strong accounting program and the opportunities for cooperative work experience in preparing him for his
career.

Waterhouse on June 1. He views
working for a Big Eight accounting firm as "really exciting."
"I am looking forward to working with and meeting new people,"
he said He added that he also anticipates working with other MSU
alumni employed by the firm.
The son of Don and Millie May
and a 1982 graduate of Marshall
County High School. May said he
followed his two older brothers to
Murray State. Originally a computer information systems major,
he switched to accounting in his
sophomore year 'because ii w
something I had been interested in
in high school."
"Murray State has a reputation
for its strong business program.
especially in accounting," he
noted. ''The faculty teaches not
just theory, but also how to be
really prepared to do the )0b."
In conjunction with his course
work, May took advantage of Murray State's cooperative education
program, which offers short— and
long-term assignments in the
workplace. During the second
semester of his junior year, he accepted an eight-month co-op in
cost accounting with Air Products
in Calvert City.
After returning to the classroom
for two semesters, he took a second co-op at Air Products in the
summer and fall of 1986.
"My computer and auditing
classes really helped me with my
work at Air Products," May said.
"And I felt the co-op experience
was really worthwhile because it
gave me a chance to use what I
had learned in class."
The length of each co-op also
gave May a preview of his profession. "I wasn't treated like a temporary employee. They gave me
rPcnonsibility, but they also realiz-

ed that I was there to learn." he
commented
The 16 months of on-the-job experience that May gained through
the co-op program made a difference in the kinds of jobs he was
offered, May claimed.
"Air Products offered me a permanent position in cost accounting, but I wanted to work in public
accounting," he said. He said he
interviewed with Price
Waterhouse in December of 1986
as well as with several other Big
Eight firms with offices in
Nashville, "and Price Waterhouse
came out on top."
Having achieved a college
graduate's main goal of obtaining
employment after earning a
degree, May said the next item on
his personal agenda is his wedding. He and his fiancee, Suzanne
Walker of Princeton. will be married May 16. Walker is also a 1987
graduate of Murray State with a
degree in elementary education.
Following the couple's move to
Nashville, May said he will begin
preparation for the Certified
Public Accountant (CPA) examination. He explained that after
he passes the test, he must work as
a public accountant for two years
before he will be certified.
"I am confident that I'll be
prepared for it," May said. "Murray State graduates have a high
rate of success passing the exam,
and I believe I'll continue that
tradition."
An honor graduate with a 3.5
grade point average, May said he
is really looking forward to beginning his professional career.
"I feel like I have had plenty of
great opportunities at Murray
State," he said. "Now, I am ready
to go out and get to work"

The Commission for Health
Economics Control in Kentucky at
its May 19 meeting will consider 15
certificate of need applications,
representing approximately 15
million in capital expenditures.
Among the applications to be
reviewed are requests for the addition of 125 psychiatric beds and 24
kidney dialysis stations, Also under
consideration are proposals to
establish CT scanning services in
Pineville, an adult day health program in Madisonville, and outpatient counseling centers in
Frankfort, Richmond
and
Somerset
The commission will meet at 9:30

Whether you are there as a
—Witness
— Juror
—Plaintiff
—or Defendant
You will appreciate an experienced,
mature, well qualified Judge who is fair
and impartial to all.

a.m. May 18 to consider requests
for determinations. The threemember panel will meet at 9:30
a.m. May 19 to consider certificate
of need applications, reconsiderations and other business. Both
meetings will be in the first floor
auditorium, Department for Health
Services building, 275 E. Math St.,
Frankfort.
A refund by the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital, Murray
will be heard to delicense 12 acute
cart beds and establish a 12-bed
psychiatric unit, $25,000 will be
heard. This is an amended version
of the original application.

Medicare

Supplement
insurance*
It can pay some
charges Medicare
doesn't pay.
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FREE ESTIMATES

362-8661
ASPNALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAN-IAAYRELD-LAKI CITY

SPECIAL
On May 26,

VOT
E
and support
Judge Max W. Parker

Mon.-Sat., May 18-23

Blazers
Slightly Irregular

Sale Price 4;24
"
Choose from our entire selection

kfr Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, left, and Calloway County JudgeExecutive George W'eaks, far right, sign proclamations proclaiming
May 17-23 as Tourism Week in Murray and Calloway County. Pictured
with Ellis and Weeks is Murray-Calloway County Director of Tourism
Ed Chrisman.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Teen's Lament Has Somber
Message for Young Drivers
DEAR ABBY: Prom night will
soon be here, and then, summer
vacation begins.
Will you please rerun "Please,
God, I'm Only 17"? I lost two of my
beet friends in a senseless car
accident last May. Maybe running
that piece again will make teenagers drive a little more carefully.
STILL MISSING
CINDY AND BUD
DEAR STILL MISSING: I
have printed that piece annually for the last 15 years, and
each time the requests for a
rerun have outdrawn all others.
Editors of high school and
college newspapers have asked
for permission to reprint it. And
permission is always granted. A
class of teen-agers in Seoul,
South Korea, recently sent for
my booklet "What Every TeenAger Ought to Know." and
wrote that they agreed that
"Please, God, I'm Only 17" was
the most helpful, memorable
part of that booklet.
It's a powerful piece, whose
author is unknown, and here it
is:
PLEASE, GOD,I'M ONLY 17
The day I died was an ordinary school day. How I wish I
had taken the bus! But I was too
cool for the bus. I remember
how I wheedled the car out of
Mom. "Special favor," I
pleaded. "All the kids drive."
When the 2:50 bell rang,I threw
all my_books in the locker. I was
free until 8:40 tomorrow morning! I ran to the parking lot,
excited at the thought ofdriving
a car and being my own boss.
Free!
It doesn't matter how the
accident happened. I was goofing off — going too fast. Taking
crazy chances. But I was enjoying my freedom and having fun.
The last thing I remembered
was passing an old lady who
seemed to be going awfully
slow. I heard a deafening crash

and felt a terrible jolt. Glass and
steel flew everywhere. My
whole body seemed to be turning inside out. I heard myself
scream.
Suddenly I awakened; it was
very quiet. A police officer was
standing over me. Then I saw a
doctor. My body was mangled.
I was saturated with blood.
Pieces of jagged glass were
sticking out all over. Strange
that I couldn't feel anything.
Hey,don't pull that set over
my head! I can't be dead. I'm
only 17. I've got a date tonight.
I'm supposed to grow up and
have a wonderful life. I haven't
lived yet. I can't be dead.
Later I was placed in a
drawer. My folks had to identify
me. Why did they have to see me
like this? Why did I have to look
at Mom's eyes when she faced
the most terrible ordeal of her
life? Dad suddenly looked like
an old man. He told the man in
charge,"Yes, he is my son."
The funeral was a weird experience. I saw all my relatives
and friends walk toward the
casket. They passed by, one by
one, and looked at me with the
saddest eyes I've ever seen.
Some of my buddies were crying. A few of' the girls'touched
my hand and sobbed as they
walked away.
Please — somebody — wake
me up! Get me out of here! I
can't bear to see my mom and
dad so broken up. My grandparents are so racked with grief
they can hardly walk. My
brother and sisters_ are like
zombies. They move like robots.
In a daze, everybody! No one
can believe this. And I can't
believe it, either.
Please don't bury me! I'm not
dead! I have a lot of living to do!
I want to laugh and run again.
I want to sing and dance. Please
don't put me in the ground. I
promise if you give me just one
more chance, God, I'll be the
most careful driver in the whole
world. All I want is one more
chance.
Please. God, I'm only 17!

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880

•••

DEAR ABBY: On behalf of all
hearing-impaired people like me
who have to read lips, will you
please remind professionals such as
doctors, lawyers, actors, lecturers,
clergymen, etc., to trim their mustaches and beards? In order to read
their lips, we must see them.
SUN CITY LIP READER
•••
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Commission to consider 15
certificate need applications

Have You Ever
Been To Court?

P a,(1 tOt Dy PAIN

Consult the following list for the current location of precinct polling
places in Murray and Calloway County. Voters may call the county
clerk's office at 753-3923 if they are unsure of their precinct name.
In Calloway County • Almo — Almo Restaurant; Calloway — Calloway
County High School; Clayton Creek — East Elementary; Coldwater —
Coldwater Church of Christ: Dexter — Community Center; Faxon —
Burkeen's Grocery •
Harris Grove — Southwest Elementary;
Hazel — City Hall; Jackson and Kirksey — Woodman of the World
Building in Kirksey: Lynn Grove — skating rink; New Concord — New
Concord Church of Christ; Providence — Herndon Seed Mill,
In Murray: Precinct 1 — Courthouse; Precinct 2 — City Hall;
Precinct 3 — Murray Middle School; Precinct 4 — Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet; Precinct 5 — MSU Fieldhouse; Precinct 6 — MSU Speech
and Hearing Building; Precinct 7 — Robertson School; Precinct 8 —
Vocational School; Precinct 9 — Army Reserve Building on Center
Drive; Precinct 10— Navy Recruiting office in the Bel Air Center; and
Precinct 11 — Christian Community Church.
Those residents that live on Route 5 and had voted at New Concord will
now vote at Cherry Corner.
Polling places will be open from 6 a.m. until 6 p.m. on May 26.
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representing
American and
International
Traveltime

(For Abby's booklet, "What 1.:‘,erv
Teen-Ager Ought to Know," send •
elseek or money order for $2.50 and •
long, st•nsped 1 39 rental, self-addressed envelope to: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Boa 147, Mount Morris,
III. 01054.)
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OBITUARIFS
Walter Coy Smith
Walter Coy Smith, 78, of Lincoln
Park, Mich., died Friday at 10:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was stricken ill while
visiting relatives here.
A retired automobile mechanic
and veteran of World War II, he

was a member of the Church of
Christ.
Born May 5, 1909, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Mania Smith and Ella Bushart
Smith.
He is !survived by his wife, Mrs.

James U. Jones
James U. Jones, 64, of Rt. 2,
Murray, died Sunday at 8:55 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death followed an extended illness.
A retired carpenter, he was a
graduate of Kirksey High School.
Born Oct. 18, 1822, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Harry Jones and Bruce Robinson
Jones.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Joan Cohoon Jones; one daughter,
Mrs. Shirley Jo Beane and her
husband, Lennis, Murray; one
son, Jimmy Dan Jones and wife,

Debbie, Rt. 2, Murray; one grandson, Christopher Steven Jones.
Three surviving sisters are Mrs.
Charles,.(Mildred) Rudolph,
Ballard County, and Mrs. R.W.
(Dortha Neal) Bluely and Mrs.
Vernon (Billie) Cohoon, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. C.J.
Dexter will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Olus B. Waldrop
Olus B. Waldrop, 84, of 1104
Wilford St., Mayfield, died Sunday
at 3 p.m. at Mills Manor Nursing
Home, Mayfield.
He was a retired carpenter. His
wife, Mrs. Zada Hill Waldrop,
preceded him in deat.
Born Sept. 3, 1902, he was the son
of the late Melvin Dickerson
Waldrop and Martha King
Waldrop.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Beauton Hill, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Manon Canter, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
and Mrs. Louise Wyatt, Mayfield;
two sons, Bobby Waldrop, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, and Billy Waldrop, Rt.

1, Sedalia; 13 grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Eddie
Cagle and the Rev. James
Moreland will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Scott
Waldrop, Ricky Waldrop, John
Causey, Dan Jordan, Michael
Keel and David Waldrop.
Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).
•

Hubert Donelson
Hubert Donelson, 67, of Stone
Park, Ill., formerly of Calloay
County, died Saturday at 8 a.m. at
Hines Veterans Hospital, Hines,
He served with the Air Force in
World War II and was a member
of Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church,
Born Sept. 25, 1919, he was the
son of the late William Donelson
and Nancy Ellen Parker
Donelson. He also was preceded in
death by one brother, Ruben
Donelson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Boggess Donelson; one son,

Gary Ray Donelson and-wife, Linda, Phoenix, Ariz.; three grandsons, Robert Donelson, Larry
Donelson and Martin Donelson;
one great-granddaughter,
Elizabeth Donelson.

Nellie Bork! Smith; three
daughters, Mrs. Donna Smith,
Wyandotte, Mich., Mrs. Betsy
Sofln, New Jersey, and Mrs. Amy
MMUC1iri, Taylor, Mich.; one son,
Charlie Smith, Taylor, Mich.;
three grandchildren.
Four surviving sisters are Mrs.
Loman (Marie) Parrish, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth Rhoades,
Panama City, Fla., Mrs. Albert
(Katie) Joseph, Detroit, %Lich.,
and Mrs. Tip (Esther) Cohoon,309
South 15th St., Murray. Two sur-

viving brothers are Ross Smith
and Cleatus Smith, Gorham, Kan.
Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. at Gateway Church of
Christ, Southgate, Mich. E.L.
Frland will officiate. Burial will
follow in Christian Memorial
Cemetery at Rochester, Mich.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements.
The body has been transferred to
Thomson-Weise Funeral Home,
Allen Park, Mich., where friends
may call.

Mrs. Suella Futrell
Mrs. Suella Futrell, 87, of 623
Ellis Dr., Murray, died Saturday
at 11:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Joe W. Futrell,
died Feb. 8, 1951. She also was
preceded in death by two sons,
William H. Futrell in 1924 and
James 0. Futrell in 1975.
She was a member of Grace
Baptist Church.
Born June 27, 1899, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Charles F. Evans and
Lucy Pittman Evans.
Mrs. Futrell is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. James (Virginia)
Brandon, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Joe
N. (Juanita) Cohoon, 812 North
20th St., Murray, and Mrs. Joe
(Wilma) Sims, 1711 Main St., Mur-

ray; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ruby
Futrell, Rt. 8, Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Hilda Bynum, Warren,
Mich.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Edith
Evans, Detroit, Mich.; 10 grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is today at 1p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is officiating with music by the
Grace Church Choir.
Pallbearers are Joe Futrell,
Barry Futrell, Richard Sims, Rusty Sims, Joe M. Cohoon, Kelly
Crouse and Eric Gibson, all
grandsons.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.

Mrs. Gertrude Warfield, 73, of and Jesse Willard, Jackson,
Hazel died Sunday at 10:15 p.m. at Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Bob
Murray-Calloway County (Thelma) Farley and Mrs. Lillie
Hospital. Her husband, Wilford Farris, Murray.
Warfield, died Nov. 30, 1978.
Services will be Tuesday at 4
She was a member of Hazel p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
United Methodist Church.
Born.Jan. 6, 1914, in Hazel, she Bill Fisher will officiate. was the daughter of the late
Entombment will follow in
Richard Marion Vance and mausoleum at Murray City
Cemetery.
Neuma Orr Dunn Vance.
Friends may call at the funeral
Survivors are one stepdaughter,
Mrs. Lorene Peek, Kuttawa; two home after 5 p.m. today
stepsons, Leon Warfield, Kuttawa, (Monday).

The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. David Brasher and the Rev.
Marvin Napier will officiate.
Burial will follow in Fossett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday).

He was a member of Faith
Apostolic Church, Murray.
Born Jan. 21, 1967, in Chicago,
Ill., he was the son of Stella Stafford Jackson and Ernest Paul
Jackson.
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jackson, Paris; one
sister, Miss Debra Kay Jackson,
Denver, Colo.; two brothers,
Ricky Jackson and John Paul
Jackson, Paris; grandparents,
Hughes Stafford, Cookeville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mary Jackson,
Central City.

Kimtin Homra
Services for '<Minn Homra,
father of Dr. Charles A. Homra of
Murray, were Saturday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Dyersburg
Funeral Home, Dyersburg, Tenn.
Burial was in New Haven
Cemetery there.
Mr. Homra, 83, retired merchant of Ridgely, Tenn., died
Thursday at Methodist Hospital.
He was a member of First
United Methodist Church and the
Ridgely Rotary Club. His wife was

the late Louise Baddour Homra.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Beverly Noffel, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; one son, Dr.
Homra, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Phillip Feisal, Senath, Mo.; six
grandchildren.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn., or to the charity of the
donor's choice.

Mrs. Mary Turnbow
Final rites for Mrs. Mary Turnbow were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church. The Rev.
James Garland officiated. Music
was by Gwyn Key, organist,
Oneida White, pianist, and Paula
Cook, soloist.
Pallbearers were Gene Miller,
Calvin Key, Frank Turner, Mike
White, Joe B. Adams and Richard
Vance, active; R.M. Vance, Willie
Vinson, Bill Forres, Charles Overcast and Ray Lassiter, honorary.

Burial was in Hazel Cemetery
with Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Turnbow, 91, Hazel, died
Thursday at 9:35 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She is survived by four sons, Bob
Tunibow, Atlanta, Ga., Tom Turn.
bow, Jonesboro, Ill., O.B. Turnbow, Louisville, and James Marshall Overcast, Memphis, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

Local schools win chess crowns
Teams from Calloway County
High and Murray Middle Schools
are the winners of the first Murray
State University Cup for their yearlong performances in scholastic
chess competition, according to Dr.
Wayne Bell, coordinator of
scholastic chess in West Kentucky.
Trophies were presented to
teams in high school, junior high
school, elementary and primary
divisions. The awards were sponsored by the Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank of Murray and the
Don Henry Insurance,Agway.
The Murray State Chess Ciub
sponsors several scholastic chess
tournaments during the sohool

year. Bell is also adviser to the
club.
Additional information about
scholastic chess may be obtained
by contacting him, telephone (502)
7534831.
NOTICE
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Mrs. Verline Smith, 68, of
Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton,
died Friday at 9:45 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, William V.
Smith, died May 15, 1973.
Born July 18, 1918, in Calloway
Counts, she was the daughter of
the late Van Fulton and Nettie
Parker Fulton She also was
preceded in death by two brothers,
J.V. Fulton and John Fulton.
Mrs. Smith is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Martha Maly,
New Baltimore, Mich., and Mrs.
Lavers, Ann McCarthy, Rochester,
Mich.; one son, Robert G. Smith
and wife, Pat, Rt. 9, Be nton; 15

grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Lorene Madrey, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Hauteen Smith, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Carlene Dick,
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs. Pauline
Hanaford, Port Richey, Fla.; two
brothers, Clayton Fulton, Murray,
and Willis Fulton, Rt. 7, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. John
Dale will officiate and Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist.
Burial will follow in Mt. Kenton
Cemetery at Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Evon Mitchener
The funeral for Mrs. Evon Mitchener, sister Of Mrs. Doyce
(Kathleen) Morris of Murray, was
Saturday at 1 p.m. at Hoperoft and
Swanson Funeral Home, Madison
Heights, Mich.
Burial was in Oakview
Cemetery at Royal Oak, Mich.
Mrs. Mitchener, 59, of Detroit,
Mich., died Tuesday at Oakland
General Hospital, Madison
Heights.
Born Dec. 5, 1927, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of

Elmus Tyler who died in October
1982 and Altie Styles Tyler who
died in January 1980
She is survived by her husband,
Hershel Mitchener; two
daughters, Mrs. Debbie Maltby
and Miss Tammy Mitchener,
Detroit; two sisters, Mrs. Morris,
Murray,and Mrs. Mildred Carson,
Sterling Heights, Mich.; two
brothers. J.W. Tyler, St. Charles,
Mo., and Max Tyler, Edwardsville, Ill.; two grandchildren.

Mrs. Gertrude Warfield
Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-22.95
Goodyear
Previous Close
2272.52
I.B.M.
Air Products......
-1/2
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C. Class A 20%B 207/BA
Jerric,o
AT&T
kma,rt
25% .3/s
Briggs & Stratton
33% -1
/
4
Kroger
Chrysler
. 38 -2
J.C. Penney
CSX Corp.
Penwalt
38/
1
4 +1
/
4
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
30/
1
4 -V.
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store 9/
3
4B 9%A
Exxon
Texaco
87% +1
/
4
Time Inc.
Ford
002/4 -2%
48% .1%
U.S. Tobacco
G.A.F.
Wal-Mart
General Motors
88% .1
Wendy's
GenCorp, Inc.
104% -1/3
Goodrich.........51% -11/4
C.E.F. Yield

62/
3
4 -2
159% -11
/
4
8174, - 1/8
3
4A
22%111 22/
57% .1/4
311
/
4 "1/4
44 ./
1
2
58% •1
/
4
47% •%
51% 1/4
-%
8.5% •1/s
23% -%
54% .%
9% uric
5.75%

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

REVIVAL MEETING

Ernest Lee Jackson
The funeral for Ernest Lee
Jackson was Saturday at 10 a.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Dwight Wyant of Murray
officiated.
Burial was in John F. Clark
Memorial Cemetery, Gainesboro,
Tenn.
Mr. Jackson, 20, employee of
Yates Roofing Co., Paris, was
fount shot to death on Tuesday
morning, May 12, in a remote area
In the Chapel Hill community in
north Henry County, Tenn. He had
been missing since Nov. 23.

Mrs. Verline Smith

Murray High students who ranked in the State, Region and Nation on
the National French Examination are pictured above. Seated from
left are Michelle Gantt, Renae Rogers,Connie than, Maylene Chu and
Debbie Rutledge. Standing from left are Charlotte Dawson, Jim Tipton, James Westphal, Jeff English and Don Easley.

National French exam given
The National French Examination was given at Murray State
University on March 14 to students
from the First District. This test is
administered to students in the
United States by the American
Association of Teachers of French.
Thirty-three students from Murray
High School took the test and
scored well. At the District level,
Level 01, Charlotte Dawson placed
Renae Rogers 3rd, Jay Davis,
4th, Maylene Chu and Don Easley
tied for 5th, Jeff English and Amy
Westerfeld, tied for 6th, Connie
Chan 7th, Fren Mahfoud 8th, Carl
Keeslar 12th, and John Mark
McDougal 13th. Level II, James
Westphal placed 1st, Michelle
Gantt 2nd, Don Larock, Leigh Landini and Robin Shay tied for 4th,
Kelly Massey 5th, David Weatherly 6th, Jason Sammons 8th,
Damara Lanier 9th, Lauri Perrin
10th. Level III, Debbie Rutledge
placed 1st, Melissa Clement and
Lori Payne tied for 2nd, Irene Chu
3rd, Marth Scarbrough and Lisa
Rexroat tied for 4th, Laney Howell
6th, Cheryl Billing 8th. Level IV,
Jimmie Tipton placed 1st, Mark
West and Melissa Drake tied for
2nd, Shannon Wells 4th.
The results of the District exams
are than ranked with the entire
state of Kentucky, next with the
Region scores which includes
several states, and finally with the
entire Nation. At Level 01 in State
ranking, Charlotte Dawson placed
3rd, Renae Rogers 4th, Maylene
Chu and Don Easley 7th, Jeff

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

SENNETT 4 ASSOCIATES
753.7273
Undstwillesn irf:
Golden Ride insursno•
"A" Itsisd (Exoellasiq
Pip.

4I4

English and Amy Westerfeld 9th,
and Connie Chan 10th. Charlotte
Dawson ranked 7th in the Region.
At Level II, James Westphal ranked 4th in the State and 6th in the
Region and Michelle Gantt ranked
5th in the State and 7th in the
Region. At Level III, Debbie
Rutledge was 1st in the State and
3rd in the Region. At Level IV, Jimmie Tipton placed 7th in the State.
This year 82,650 students across
the United States took the National
French Examination: The names
of the top seven winners at each
level were published in the spring
issue of Le Grand Concours, the official bulletin of the AATF. At Level
III, Debbie Rutledge placed 7th in
the Nation and James Westphal
placed 7th in the Nation at Level II.

May 18-22
7 p.m.
Speaker - Paul Bogard
Pastor - Ricky Miller

Everyone Welcome!
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It's Famous For A Reason 70UAUTY!
\ 4.

If You Lost
Your Hearing
Tomorrow,
Would You Do
Something
About It?
Chicago, Ill. A Ito: ot ter ot special
interest to those ssho hear hut do not
understand ssords has been announced
by Beltone. A non-operating model of
the smallest hearing aid lichone has
eser deseloped ss ill he giscn absolutely
free to anyone requesting it.
It's yours for the asking, so send for
it now. It is not a real hearing aid, hut
it will %hos% you how tiny hearing help
can be. The actual aid weighs less than
an eighth of an ounce, and it fits completely into the car canal.
These models are free, so we suggest
you write for yours now. Again, there

is no cost,and certainly no obligation.
Although a hearing aid may not help
everyone, more and more people with
hearing losses are being helped. I-or
your free sample send your name, address, and phone number today to:
Department 75767, Beltone Electronics
Corporalion,4201 West Victoria Si met,
Chicago, Illinois 60646.

• Iont14/#1, urvielmitl•44.hoolsk
• Verley .4 poimplor calm,

IL

1 Reg. 16.99

$
1

'SAVE
5 00

Bidders's BEST Exterior $
Latex, For The BEST Results!
• Ilium moduli, pogo,
• Dora& Nut fisesit

The latex-Easy Way!
• N..-rbe5,, ii,. roes
• Callon *toy Ireslo-leolosi

*f.

Sale Ends 5-30-87

Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th

Murray
s

,.•

753-0893
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CANCER
is. .1i11) 22)
N..11 re ahle to consolidate financial
_ tins iii may he on the lookout for
oew nix estments Don't become
Lill*. in olved with a friend
LE()
hilt ; 11s •%1114 22 I
Ii
In,. ...fine old routine when it
Iot
I leasure. 1111 one of two
•oniethitig new That's when
,‘*st 11.- 1111.111 begins' Personal life

pleasure Luck is with you in domestit interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb 114)
You have the support of friends
and things should go pretty much
your way now. A home matter needs
tending Nighttime is ripe for recreatiiin and romance

st rites now Roth home and career
matters should prosper under your
careful tending There are no more
It is
ends

SCORPIO

it WI 21 to NO%
/
4411E
Meet with bankers about home
improvements or refinancing Re
IF BOHN TODAY. you have a
eialuate your insurance requirements Shoppers are liable to buy genuine interest in the welfare of
others Blessed with leadership qualisomething they hadn't counted on
ties, you could become a political
SAGITTARIUS
activist or a champion of some
(No' 22 to Dec 21)
It s because your new Ideas are so reform movement You're a good
eXciting that you may have trouble moneymaker. but probably are more
at home in the arts and professions
concentraung on the daily routine
Making contacts is a breeze for you than business. Some of you become
pillars of the community in the role of
now.
a physician, educator, lawyer or
CAPRICORN
'patron of the arts Birthdate of Peter
(Dec 22 toJan 191
It should he a time of fuomcial Townshend, rock musician; Mike
Wallace, TV personality, and Nellie
progress. Work eflorts pay off now
'Yleltla opera singer.
-lust tie careful not to overspend on

fie

Sale-Priced Values
Sure to Sell Fast!

Radio That*

MID-MAY nAILIE
SUPER
Reg. 199.95
Low As $20 Pisr Month •

Never miss another call' Voice actuated with remote control Tone/
pulse dialing' *43-315

19 Stereo Color TV/
Monitor
Save $120

37995 .r.5
a90-a-s -neas,•ee
PerrKre
extra

Reg. Separate Items 1777.95
Low As $74 POI Month•
With Tandy' 1000 SX. 20Meg Hard Disk. monitor
and floppy disk drive,
*25-1052/1029/1020 so•oal Draw -flax ta•

$100 Off
24995

Wireless remote MTS stereo
tuner and amplifier

Reg. 349.95

Lose As S20 Per Illonth•

Word or data processing and dot-addressable
A Graphics modes. Built-in tractor. 026-1280

Low As 53f

Last Chance to Save Big on These Bargains!
Wireless Remote 13" Color TV

Save $80

By Radio Shack

21995

Reg. 299.95
.16-236 Piagonaity •neasure.
Cable-Ready Tuner

Remote batteries erica

Wireless Remote HO VHS VCR

Cut $140
319
95
459.95
Reg.

Model 20 by Realistic

High-Power AM/FM

_

$120 Off

Receiver

STA-870 by Realistie

19995

131.3ooi
Rog. 319.95

56 Watts pe,chionsil
tilisirnern ROO has II
Olims
Frain 211-20080
.
Me No More Than 9.094
NO

Low As $20 Psm
Month.

Dual-Cassette AM/FM
Stereo

Save$40 Modulaire)-2250 by Realistic

17995

*16-509
HO tor sharper picture

Stereo Cassette Deck
n, Pea, s•

Our best portable'
Four-track/hi
bing. 5-band
equalizer *14-765 gh-speed dub• TPA Dolby
LsOwatooes L.cerns.rv
Corp flaiter.es
ertra

Stereo-Wide' Cassette
SCR 19 by Reakstic

$30

Off

Save 7995 Reg 6995
139.95
$60
Record FM stereo. AM or -live'
Auto-Search
System 014-629

Mobile CB With Priority
TRC

'14-789 Bame,
ss fora

LCD Travel Alarm Clock Telephone With Modem

418 by Realistic

By M.cronta

moderritone- 100 by Tandy

HALF
PRICE
nog 17 95
Priority instantly accesses ch 9
or 19 With mike 021-1611

Snooze/ backlight control With
long-lrfe battery. *63-707

Auto-Dialer Telephone
DUOFONE -145 by Radio Shack

51
/
4" Disk Drive

Save 950 By Tandy

19995
Calendar alarm
hourly chime and
stopwatch *63-5057

imemmer

Check Your Phone Book for the Moat Milli Store or Dealer Nearest You
•
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philosophy of encouraging people
to think creatively. Each year
fellowships are offered to individuals in varied fields who wish
to pursue a crWlve or innovative
Idea. The award includes round trip
transportation to Midland, food,
housing and project costa.

Lisa Roil, both of Salt Lake City,

UT.

Alvic,a weaver of wall hangings
utilizing complex weave structures
developing from traditional pattern
weaving, will be investigating lace
weaves and their application in her
work. Lace weaving involves
creating open spaces as the weavThe 1987 recipients are: Philla
ing progresses. Her project will be
Alvic of Murray; Dr. Anthony Man- a departure from traditional lace
na of Kent OH; Lynn Koshland and
weaving in both her use of many
bright colors and a strictly
•
tic, non-functional use of the
final product.,
Alvic holds an art education
degree with concentration in weaving from the Art Institute of
Chicago. She received the Certificate of Excellence from the
Hiuxiweavers Guild of America in
1978 and has had her work
displayed in numerous exhibitions
nationwide.
Manna is associate professor in
04400ily
the Department of Teacher
Development and Curriculum
Studies at Kent State University
where he teaches undergraduate
and graduate courses in children's
literature, written composition,
Kim D. Dinh,the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Mao Dish,1113 North lath
and drama. He holds degrees from
Street, Murray, received her degree in Manufacturing Engineering
Seton Hall University and Farleigh
Technology and her commission as a 2LT in the U.S. Army,through
Dickinson University in England,
the Reserve Officers' Training Corps(ROT()program,in ceremonies
and a Ph.D from the university of
held recently at Murray State University. 2LT Dinh was selected for
Iowa.
Reserve Forces Duty and assignment in the Chemical Corp., where
Manna's summer project is to
she will drill one weekend per month with a Reserve unit, while purdevelop a model elementary school
suing her civilian career. She will attend the Officer Basic Course at
curriculum that teaches holistic
a later date. During her ROTC career,she qualified marksman,earned
health through children's literature
the ELTigre Award,and the Scholastic Achievement Award. Shown
and expressive arts. His goal is to
pinning on her 2LT Bars are (left to right) her brothers, 2LT Tung
demonstrate how several curDinh and ILT Tuan Dinh.
ricular areas can be correlated and
interated in order to let children
take control and ownership of their
physical and emotional well-being.
May 17-31, 1987
Koshland and Roll plan to
Monday, May 18
develop an educational video and
Golf Match at MCHS
explanatory booklet that would inSpring Sports Banquet/Cafeteria/7:30 p.m.
troduce the concept of "creative
Monday, May 18-23
choice through movement" in both
Regional Baseball, Tennis, and Softball
the mind and the body. The
Tuesday, May 19
primary focus would be to bring
Senior Homeroom to turn in locks.
awareness to making creative
Senior Tests for early classes
choices in daily living through the
Black & Gold Distributed
balance of stillness and action.
Faculty Meeting/Library/3:05 p.m.
Koshland and Roll received their
Boys Golf vs. St. Mary's
undergraduate degrees from the
Wednesday, May 20
University of Utah and their
Boys & Girls Golf vs. CCHS at Oaks Country Club
masters degrees in Movement
Senior tests for Classes 4-5-6-7
from the Wesleyan University of
Thursday, May 21
Connecticut. Their many collaboraSenior tests for Classes 1-2-3
tions include serving as adjunct
Senior grades due by 3 p.m.
faculty of Westminister College of
Friday, May 22
Salt Lake City, performers in the
Tests for early classes/9th, 10th, 11th grades
Utah Artist-in-Education program,
Baccalaureate practice/Lovett Auditorium/2 p.m.
and directors of the Creative Life
FBLA Beach Dance/8-11 p.m./MHS
Cycles Workshops.
Saturday, May 23
This year's fellows will arrive
WSJP e207/Shannon Wells
June 8th and will be in residence
Speech Team at National Catholic Speech Finals/Buffalo
through August 13th. For further
Spanish Club Picnic/11 a.m.
Information on the fellows or proSectional Track at Owensboro.
grams of the Creativity Center,
Sunday, May U
please contact: Northwood InBaccalaureate/First Baptist Church/8 p.m.; Senior Reception
stitute,,Alden B. Dow Creativity
follows/MRS
Center, Midland, MI 48640-2398
Monday, May 25
(517) 832-4478.
No School
Golf Regional
Monday, May 25-30
State Baseball
Tuesday, May 24
Tests for classes 1-2-4-5/9th, 10th, 11th grades
NEW YORK (AP) — The garGraduation practice/Lovett Auditorium/2 p.m.
bage barge that returned to New
Graduation/Lovett Auditorium/8 p.m.
York after an eight-week,
6,000-mile voyage of rejection has
Wednesday, May 27
Tests for classes 3-6-7/9th, 10th, 11th grades
encountered a legal blockade.
A hearing was scheduled for toThursday, May 28
Report cards distributegk in home room/1:30 p.m.
day in State Supreme Court in
Queens on the question of
Saturday, May 30
•WSJP #208
unloading the barge, which was
State Track Meet/Lexington
anchored off Brooklyn after being
shunned by six states and three
countries.
The trial-level court hearing
was to determine whether to make
permanent a temporary restraining order to bar the garbage from
being unloaded in Queens or truck(Picnic Style)
ed through the borough.
"It's very risky stuff," Queens
Saturday, May 23rd 5-9 p.m.
Borough President Claire
1607 W. Olive
Shulman said Sunday. "We don't
know what's in it. It's been sitting
Adults $5.00 Children Under 12 $2.50
in the hot sun for weeks. It probably contains tropical insects and
vermin."
*For- Reservations
Mayor Edward I. Koch and
Can 753-7959
other city officials have insisted
that enclosed sanitation trucks be
Country Ham
used to take the garbage from
Breakfast 113.00
Long Island City, Queens, to Islip,
5 a.m.-9 a.m.
N.Y., which has agreed to take the
garbage.
Islip, which was running out of
landfill space, had the garbage
loaded onto the barge in Queens on
March 22. But when a deal to use it
for a methane-gas project in North
Carolina fell through, the voyage
down the coast and around the
Gulf of Mexico began.

1WHS Calendar

Garbage barge
hits blockade

Come celebrate with us!

219
R"
95

Low As 1120 Pee
Month.

Low As 120 Per Month Rer,ote baneres enra

Creative ideas studied at Center

. Lace weaving, a school curriculum promoting holistic health
through literature and the expressive arts, and creative choice
through movement will be researched this summer by fellows at
Northwood Institute's Alden B.
Dow Creativity Center.
The fellowship program,
established in lint is named for the
PISCES
Web. 19111 Mar 20)
geld late architect Alden B. Dow,and is
Noun. the busybody behind the designed to forward Dow's
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Memorial Weekend Luau

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/whore questions
ahoy' your now city?
As
wELCOINIE
WAGON
Roprinantative,
my lobs.help
you got ever the hurdles if being
• newcomer.
By bringing you some vsafid
gifts. Community into. Advice on
reliable liminess ifl your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

cleleomAtfok
Hostess Kathryn Outland 7$3-1•19
Amt. Nessus swain mai 8814381
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Technology contrors weeds
The array of new
herbicides available
today presents soybean growers with
more specialized
weed control options.
Growers need to consider the beat overall
herbicide program
for economical weed
control.
One cost-effective
option -is to depend
on a traditional
preplant herbicide
for economical broad
spectrum control
while adding specialized herbicides
when needed to combat specific weed
problems.
The broad spectrum herbicide acts
as a foundation for weed control,
handling grasses and most broadleaf
weeds. The specialty herbicides can
then be added to that foundation to
control resistant broadleaf and tough
escape weed problems.
According to Iowa State University research,about 75 percent of soybean growers currently use broad
spectrum dinitroaniline (DNA) herbicides, such as Treflan or Sonelan.
Because of the high cost of many
of the specialty compounds, the
researchers predict growers will
simply add new herbicides to their
current foundation herbicide as needed for more precise, yet economical
weed control.
In some cases, a lower rate of a
specialty product can be used in combination with a broad spectrum herbicide. The preplant herbicide is
used for basic weed control while the
added compound combats specific
broadleaf weeds. This provides
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overall weed control at a lower Cod.
Although reduced rates won't work
with all the new herbicides, growers
can still save money by using tht less
expensive DNA herbicides as the
foundation and adding the new
compounds only when and where
needed.
The array of specialty herbicides for
1987 include: Command, Canopy,
Scepter, Lexone, Sencor, Classic,
Basagran, Blazer and Tackle.
The major advantage with this
foundation weed control program is
that growers can select specific herbicides for specific weed problems.
Using established and new chemical
technology, they can tailor a program
that handles tough grasses before
emergence as well as breakthroughs
from resistant broadleaf weeds.
More than ever, growers are faced
with the challenge of finding the
most efficient, cost-effective weed control program for individual fie:d
needs. This foundation herbicide program is one option that can make the
most of new herbicides while holding
the line on weed control costs.
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Helms pushes bill to open
foreign tobacco markets
By The Associated Press
foreign tobacco in the products
U.S. Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., they export.
"This will give the companies
has sponsored an amendment
which is designed to open foreign the encouragement to sell as
markets for the sale of U.S. tobac- American tobacco a blend of
co blended with foreign leaf, but American and foreign tobacco one North Carolina congressman and that's not right," Rep. Charlie
says the measure "encourages the Rose, a Democrat from Fayetteville, told the newspaper. "We
adultery of American tobacco."
The amendment would allow the shouldn't be giving government
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture to assistance to companies that want
grant export credits - essentially to sell foreign tobacco overseas."
Jay Poole, an aide to Sen. Mitch
government loan guarantees -for
blended tobacco sold in foreign McConnell, R-Ky., another sponmarkets. The amendment would sor of the amendment, said the
require that at least 75 percent of a measure was initiated by
shipment be U.S. tobacco, and on- cigarette companies and that they
ly that portion of the blend would would benefit from it. But, he said,
the measure would be a step at
be given e e
rt was approved opening foreign markets and
The amendment
by the Senate Agriculture Com- would increase the opportunities
mittee last week and is expected for U.S. leaf to be sold.
"If you open up markets, the
to be attached to the trade bill
when it reached the Senate floor, growers are going to sell the propossibly in June.
duct," Poole said. "That
Helms said the measure would translates into a lot of dollars for
increase opportunities for the sale U.S. growers. This is another opof American tobacco in foreign portunity to get U.S.-produced
markets.
tobacco into other parts of the
But some leaf supporters told world."
Rose called that claim
the News and Observer of Raleigh
that they were concerned that the "hogwash," and added,"They are
measure could make it easier for encouraging the adultery of
cigarette companies to use more American tobacco."

Poultry inspections under
of science experts mittee
•

WASHINGTON (AP)- Federal
Inspection methods for the 4
billion chickens eaten by
Americans each year offer little
protection against the increasing
danger from food poisoning
organisms, says a National
Academy of Sciences study released today.
Two disease organisms,
salmonella and campylobacter,
are responsible for an estimated 4
million cases of food poisoning
each year. Not all come from
poultry, but the organisms are
often found somewhere along the
poultry pipeline.
The number of reported
salmonella cases alone increased
from eight per 100,000 in 1963 to 19
per 100,000 in 1984, said a report by
the academy's National Research
Council.
Salmonella and similar
organisms are commonly found in
fecal matter, which frequently
comes in contact with the skin and
flesh of chickens during processing operations to remove organs
and feathers.
"Many carcasses are heavily
contaminated with fecal flora,
even when the carcass is clean to
the naked eye," the report said.
But study committee chairman
Joseph Ftodrick, of Environ Corp.,
Washington, D.C., said, "Poultry
is nutritious and a desirable part
of the diet. We don't want to
discourage anyone from eating
chicken."
No quick solutions were recommended, but the study said "risk
assessments" by the Agriculture
Department could be used to
evaluate each step of the poultry
production process.
Specifically, it urged USDA to
include better microbial and
chemical analysis of samples
taken randomly at poultry plants.
The committee also urged the
department's inspection agency to
work with other agencies to
monitor the feed, water and the
production environment. It also
suggested that USDA require
labels on retail poultry products to
alert consumers to the possible
health risks and describe proper
cooking and handling procedures.
As the law stands, the USDA
must provide visual and manual
examination of each federally inbroiler or
r, as it

COX ELECTRIC
MOTOR REPAIR
Farmers, flows your
busy season! Bring your
motors in for repair and
we'll have it back the next
day'
ONE-DAY
GUARANTEED
SERVICE
•, • ..
?01 S /th St 753 1900
rots from Parker Ford FIniiv Shop

moves along the processing line of
a plant.
"The present system of continuous inspection provides little
opportunity to detect or control the
most significant health risks
associated with broiler chickens,"
the committee said. "An inspector
has between one and three seconds
to examine a bird, depending on
the speed of the processing line."

Warning labels for chickens proposed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A National Academy of Sciences study
proposes a label for chickens to
warn against possible food poisoning organisms, but a nutrition
group says that would not resolve
the problem of inadequate
inspection.
Advising shoppers how to avoid
salmonella and other organisms
from supermarket chicken might
help protect Americans from
bacteria that cause flu-like symptoms among millions of
Americans each year, the study
says.
Released Tuesday by the
academy's National Research
Council, the study says the
Agriculture Department's poultry
inspection system offers little protection against food poisoning
organisms.
One improvement suggested
would be to tag each of the 4 billion
chickens eaten by Americans each
year with a warning label telling
consumers to cook their birds properly and take other precautions.
"Such labeling need not encourage consumers to avoid the
product," the council reported.
"Rather, a simple tag emphasizing the need to wash all implements, cook the product
thoroughly, and chill leftovers as
soon as possible after serving
could go a long way toward adequate consumer protection."

YOUR BEST
INSURA NCE
POLICY
A
IS AGENT
GOOD
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you what we
mean with quality protection
and service. Call us today
Purdom, Thurman
McNutt
407 litoolo St.
Sotath•Id• of the Cowl Sowing
7113-4451

ar

State Auto
Insurance,
Companios

But Rodney E. Leonard, head of
the private, non-profit Community
Nutrition Institute, said the labeling proposal is tantamount to saying chicken may be hazardous to
human health and that the report
"failed to provide a means of
resolving" the shortcomings of the
federal inspection program.
"Somebody is producing dirty
poultry, and when they get into
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Grain trade is improving
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specifics, they danced away from
what the (USDA) or the industry
could do - and left it to an explicit
warning to consumers," he said.
Salmonella and similar
organisms are commonly found in
fecal matter, which comes in contact with the skin and flesh of
chickens during processing operations to remove organs and
feathers.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
world's grain trade is slowly
recovering, including some improvements in U.S. exports, according to a new analysis by the
Agriculture Department.
After plummeting 19 percent
two years ago, total world grain
exports are up this year and are
expected to rise again in 1988.
Although the total volume would
still be down from the earlier
mark,there are other encouraging
signs.
"The global grain situation remains characterized by large
over-supply and over-capacity (to
produce), but with some signs of a
continued slowing in the rate of
production increases in major exporting countries," the department's Foreign Agricultural Service said Wednesday.
According to the agency's
analysis, 1987 global production of
wheat and "coarse" grains such
as corn, oats and barley is likely to
fall short of consumption for the
first time since 1983, a year when

drought and government programs cut U.S. harvests sharply.
As a result, global year-end inventories of grain are expected to
decline for only the second time
since 1980-81. The other time was
after the smaller 1983 harvests.
Overall, grain shipments by the
major exporting countries in
1987-88 are expected to total about
186.7 million metric tons, up 5.4
percent from 177.2 million tons
this year.
Global grain trade was 207.7
million tons in 1984-85 and then
dropped to 168.3 million tons in
1985-86. The U.S. share dropped
from 93.5 million tons to 61.4
million tons during that period, a
34 percent decline. Shipments in
1986-87 were estimated at 75.2
million tons and are expected to
climb to 83.3 million in 1987-88.
As contrasted with the early
1980s, the growth in grain
shipments now appears "at least
in part to be due to generally
reduced levels of world prices" for
the major grains, the report said.

I•

Farmers preparing to
gather big wheat crop
WASHINGTON (AP) - wheat, corn, cotton and some
Farmers are getting ready to other crops are required to idle
harvest another bumper wheat part of their base acreage. In all,
crop, despite efforts to trim pro- 54.4 million acres of cropland are
duction by tightening acreage re- being idled under the various 1987
quirements under the govern- crop programs.
ment's commodity programs.
Winter wheat is planted in the
The Agriculture Department fall and harvested the following
said Monday in its first major summer. It makes up about threegrain production estimate of the fourths of total U.S. wheat
season that 1987 winter wheat out- production.
put may be 1.55 billion bushels, up
No 1987 productIon estimates for
2 percent from last year's harvest spring wheat, corn and other
of 1.52 billion bushels.
spring-planted crops were includOfficials said the average yield, ed. Those will be issued by USDA
based on May 1 indications, was later in the growing season.
estimated at 39.9 bushels per
In a related supply-and-demand
harvested acre, up from last report, the USDA projected total
year's 35.2 bushels.
wheat production this year, based
Farmers are expected to have on historical trends, at 2.11 billion
about 38.9 million acres for bushels, up from about 2.09 billion
harvest this year, down 10 percent bushels in 1986. That would include
from 43.2 million in 1986.
winter wheat and the other kinds
To qualify for federal price sup- 'Planted in the spring for harvest
ports, farmers who produce later the same year.
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Aluminized Mufflers
and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
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Hog market report listed
Federsi-litate Market News Mei:Nine. •kay IS. INT
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
clutter 11 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1.115 Est. 5011 Barrows & Gilts .50
lower Sows steady .50 lower
006.31456.75 tew 31
US It 120-1611 lb..
03.30-36.511
US 1.3 11142110 lbs.
1166.41456.50
US 5.3 210-250 lbs.
1154.40-05.00
I S 3-4 261.570 lbs.

Sews
U8 1 3 270.360
US 1 3 210-460 lbs.
UM 1.3 450-5011 tbs.
US 1 3 300-00 lbs.
US 5.3 110-5•41 lbs.
Bears 1.38.011-43.110

142.00-43.50
542.00-43.50
043.01443.80
$43.6145.50
041.0442.00
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Your Hairdryer
Could Be The Most
Dangerous
Appliance
You Own.
Morning rush hour in your bathroom may seem routine. You
shower, wash your face and dry
your hair. But if your shower has left
your bathroom misty, and water is
splashed on your sink and counter,
and in a hurry, you plug in your
hairdryer with hands still wet from
washing your face, stop!

Ridomil
in the soil...For control
in the plant
Ridomil stops these two tobacco
diseases before they happen Because
it hits them in the soil
And its systemic activity in the
plant gives you extra protection
Two mayor diseases. Two ways to
control them With one powerful
fungicide - Rudomil
•I•inrme
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FERTILIZER IMPREGNATION AND CUSTOM APPLICATION
AVAILABLE
SEE YOUR LOCAL

J Southern States

DEALER

FOR RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUPPLY

Quality forEveryone

You could besetting yourself up
for a severe or even fatal injury
from electrical shock.
Any electrical appliance can
be hazardous when used near
water.If you have questions about
the safe use of electrical power,
call your Rural Electric Cooperative. A member of our staff will
be glad to offer suggestions concerning the safest, most efficient
uses of electricity.
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Hendon lifts Tigers to Fourth District championship

-

By CLAY WALKER
Spirts Editer
Any doubts about the Murray
High pitching staff were cleared
up in the Fourth District Tournament,Saturday. Any doubts that is
except depth. Murray, 16-10, got
its second straight complete game
as Ed Hendon man-handled
Calloway for a 5-2 win and the
district crown.
Mark West had shut down Marshall County, 8-2 in the tournament's opener.
Calloway, 10-9, also saw its second complete-game performance
In as many games, but this time in
defeat, as sophomore Greg
Lassiter took the loss.
Lassiter allowed five runs off
eight hits and four walks, striking
out three Tigers.
Hendon dominated Calloway
throughout the afternoon, allowing
only one earned run off four hits
and three walks. The senior struck
out eight.
Hendon helped his own cause in
the second inning. After West
singled in Chris Padgett and
Chuck Baker, Hendon drove a ball
into Ty Holland Field's left field
bleachers staking Murray a 5-0
lead.
"That was the furthest thing
from my mind," Hendon said of
the blast. "I was concentrating
mostly on my pitching so I was as
surprised as anybody when I hit
it:
Hendon left no doubt in anyoners
mind that he was concentrating on
his pitching duties.
"He was as quick as we've ever
seen him," Laker coach Jack
Pack said"I thought Ed pitched a great
ball ,game," Tiger coach Cary
Miller said. ''He's had some hard
luck in the past couple of district
tournaments and against
Calloway and he was ready to go
today. I think that was obvious

from the first pitch."
West collected three of the
Tigers' eight hits, going 3-3 with
two RBI and a run scored.
"We've been waiting two years
to get the district championship
back at Murray," the senior shortstop said. "We've lost to Calloway
two times in the tournament. It
was really special beating them to
get it back."
Third baseman Tony Robinson
went 2-4, Chip Adkins 1-3 and
Padgett 1-2, scoring once.
Hendon was 1-4, driving in two
and scoring two runs.
Calloway first baseman Corey
Wells was 2-3 with a run scored.
Freshman Pookie Jones was 1-2
with an RBI and Greg Futrell, who
pitched Calloway to an 8-0 win
over Mayfield in the semi-finals,
was 1-4.
Both teams advance to the First
Region Tournament in Paducah
this week. Calloway will meet
Lone Oak,20-8, tomorrow at 2 p.m.
Murray faces Reidland, 13-10,
Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
In other first-round games,
Fulton County, 14-3, meets Graves
County,8-8 and Ballard Memorial,
9-13, faces Fulton City 7-12.
All games will be played at
Brooks Stadium. Admission is
21.50 for adults and 11 for students.
"Next week is a different
week," Pack said. "It's just three
games for everybody now."
"It's just who plays the best for
three games from now on," Miller
echoed. "If we play like we did today, I feel like we can beat any
team in the tournament."

Calloway
Murray

rh e
0000011 2 4 2
140 000 • 5 8 3

WP- Hendon
LP- Lassiter
GW-RBI- West

Laker catcher Carey Alexander and Tiger pitcher Ed Hendon watch as
Hendon's dri%e clears Ty Holland Field's left field fence helping Murray

to a 5-2 win in the Fourth District championship, Saturday.
Staff Plata by Clay Maher

Franklin, Rogers win Rotary tourney

CCHS Boosters
meet tomorrow
The Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will hold a meeting
tomorrow night at 7:30.
All interested persons are urged
'to attend the meeting in the high
school's library. Plans for the new
school year will be discussed.

First Region
girls softball
tourney today
The Region I Softball Tournament will be played at Murray's
City Park, beginning today.
Graves County faces Lone Oak
in the opener at 4:15 p.m. and
Calloway County meets St. Mary
at 6 p.m.
The winner of the Graves-Lone
Oak game faces Marshall County
tomorrow and the winner in the
Calloway-St. Mary game meets
Reidiand.
The championship will be at
4:15, Wednesday.

You
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STOLEN CARS
Every thirty-two seconds, a car is
stolen in the United States Don't
think it can't happen to you. It can.
Your car is valuable, and you'd like
to protect your investment. It won't
be easy Over 1,000,000 cars were
stolen last year The public loses approximately two billion on stolen
cars The chances of your car being
stolen are about one in five, depen•
ding on the car and where you live.
In tact, some authorities claim the
only way to prevent your car from being stolen is to keep a policeman standing outside of it and a guard dog inside It
It is not necessary to warm up your
engine more than a few' mbiutee
regardless of temperature.
At Murray Nissan Chrysler Dodge.
004 S 12th, we service,IKE and lease
quality new and used can and trucks,
and weds it better them anyone else.
Let our low prices and over US years
of combined employee estperienee
work for you. We want ma locally
owned and operated dealersIdp be be
the best - what else is Uwe! Call
7111-2222. you'll be glad you did.
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Tony Franklin, left. and Ken Rogers look over a putt during the Murray
Rotary Golf Tournament this past weekend at the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Franklin and Rogers won the 36-hole scramble
tournament with a score of 122, four strokes better than Craig Clayton
and Mark Adams.
Staff Phase by Scott Wilson

'CHECK
OUR
WEEKLY SPECIAL

Staff Report
Tony Franklin and Kent Rogers
fired a 20-under-par 122 to win the
championship flight of the Murray
Rotary Golf Tournament this past
weekend at the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Franklin
and Rogers fired rounds of 60-62.
Craig Clayton and Mark Adams
finished second in the 36-hole
scramble tournament with a 126
total.
John Quertermous and Dow
Ryan finished third with a 127.
They edged out Bob Anderson and
Allen Moore who also teamed up
for a 127. Yohan Tanum and Billy
Wagoner shot a 128 to finish fifth,
and Howard and Jimmy Boone
took sixth with a 130 total.
Other scores for the tournament, in the championship flight,
were: Max McDade and David
Brann, 131; Roger Wheeler and
Scott Anderson, 132; Preston
Freeland and Jim Martin, 133;
Burton Young and Nowell
Bingham, 133; Pete Haywood and
Tony Thomas, 135; Roy Cothran
and Don Cothran, 136.
Bill Sturgis and Matt Sturgis
fired rounds of 65 and 69 for a 134
and the top spot in the first flight of
the tournament. Randy Dorroh
and Ray Heaton finished second at
136. Jim Shearer and Jay Stall
were third at 136. Gary Lee and
Jack Ritchie shot a 138 to finish
fourth. Billy Thomas and Mike
Durham were fifth at 139 and Bob
Dunn and Tony Rayburn combined for a 139 to finish sixth.
Other scores in the first flight
were: Mike Holton and Ronnie
Hutson, 143; Bob Billington and

Ted Delaney, 148; Don Johnson
and Donnie Winchester, 140; Jim
Putty and Mike Nosbusch, 144;
Bobby Franklin and Eddie Cook,
145; Robert Billington and Craig
Schwettman, 142; Stuart Poston
and Ted Billington, 149; Dennis
Pittinger and Art Proctor, 147;
Sam Burgess and Ed Taylor, 143;
Dave Reeves and Roy McKindree,
152; John Boyer and Rick Jones,
143; David Wetmore and Max
Cleaver, 150; Tony Brown and Jim
Wilson, 145; and Van Wallace and
Dwayne Rye shot 149.
David Graham and Jeff Taylor
shot rounds of 74 and 77 for a 151
total to win the second flight of
competition. Mark and Macon
Blankenship finished second with
a 153. Dave Sinclair and Ron Colson finished third at 155. Ricky
Rogers and Bill Phillips were next
at 155. David and Charles McCuiston were fifth at 156. Johnny
Hewitt and Mitch Seaverson
finished in a tie for sixth with
Mark Erwin and Bruce Marvin,
each team shooting a 157.
Other scores in the second flight
were: William Vance and M
Russell, 160; Randy Travis and
Bobby Hurst, 159; Ronnie Gibson
and Howard Steely, 158; Dennis
Clark and Billy Priest, 155; Mike
Wicker and Jeff Atkins, 158; Garvin Phillips and Raymond Kendall, 161; Brooks Darnell and Randy Brandon, 169; John Alexander
and Dave Stephenson, 170; and
Dan Jones and Mike Schroeder
rounding it out with a 170.
,Dave Barclay and Glen Nom
fired a 69 and a 63 for a 132 to win
the seniors division of the tourna-

ment. Bill Love and Emil Lacher
were next at 133. Bill Seale and
Jerry Parker were third with a
133. Chuck Bollegar and Tommy
Hamlin finished fourth at 135. Billy Simpson and Gene Lowery were
fifth at 137 and Al Jones and
James Parker finished sixth with
a 145.
Max Oliver and Solon Bucy fired
a 147 and Hal Gibson and Howard
Shaw had a 150.
Recognition was given to golfers
getting closest to the pin on
several holes and those golfer having the longest drive on designated
holes.
The winners for the closest to
the pin were: Hal Gibson, Alan
Moore, Tony Thomas, Mike
Schroader, Chuck Bollegar, Mark
Adams and Gene Lowery. The
winners for the longest drive
were: Mark Adams,for two holes,
Emil Lacher and Roger Wheeler.

Clearwater fires 64,
claims Colonial
FORT WORTH, Texas ( AP —
Until last week, a golfing unknown
named Keith Clearwater had
never laid eyes on a proud and picturesque golf course called the
Colonial.
On Sunday, he owned it.
Clearwater, 27, a tour rookie
from Orem, Utah, tamed Colonial's Trinity River treachery
with two rounds of 6-under-par 64
during a marathon 36-hole finale
and won the storm-disrupted

(Coned on page 11)

Starks Concrete Works
Is open again to serve you better.
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Murray High claims regional track meet
By CLAT LILLE&
Spiels Mike
Murray High School's track program may have peaked Saturday,
winning the boys and girls
regkmal titles, then again. Murray
graduates only one senior from
this year's team.
The boys' squad dominated the
region, beating nmner-up Ballard
187-11. St. Mary was third with a
70.
Sophomore James Westphal led
the way for the Tigers, scoring
firsts in the 800, 1800 and 3200
meter runs.
David McDowell won the shot
put and Chandler Stroup claimed
the 400 meter run and was second
in the 300 meters.
joined Ricky Garland,
Da
!
Sr
irIdwards and Johny Blanton on the winning 1600 meter
relay team.
Senior Rodney Skinner was second in the 100 and third in the 200
meter nms.Skinner was second in
the triple jump and ran on the 400
meter relay team which finished
second.
Skinner was Joined on that team
by Blanton, Garland and Stroup.
Blanton also finished third in the
400 meters. Edwards was fourth in
the high hurdles and third in the
low hurdles.
Darron Jones was fourth in the
low hurdles and Isaac Schroeder
third in the high hurdles.
Greg Moffit was fourth in the
1600 meter run and second in the
3200 meter run.
Mike Fulton was second in the
high jump and fourth in the 800
meter run. Garland scored a
fourth place finish in the 100
meters.
Brent Strieter finished fourth in
the shot and Brian Shell was
fourth in the discus.
The Tigers qualified for sub.
state in every event they entered.
"We kind of hoped we would (do
as well)," coach Jimmy Harrell
said. "We only lose one senior and
we had a lot of kids return who
were young last year and still did
well.'
The Lady Tigers also had an
easy time of it, outscoring Ballard
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NBA PLAYOFFS
corinreareac SEMIFINALS

(ient-etweven)
Saturday, May 15
L.A. Lakers ft, Seattle
lead series 10
Tuesday, May 19
SeatUe at L.A. Lakers
Detroit at Boston

May 17
Boston Ile Milwaukee Ill Boston
wins series 4 3
OONFERENCIC FIAISJLA
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
AMEIUCAN LEAGUE
East DIvision
W L
PcI.
GB
New York.
13
649 26
Toronto
21
14
MO 2
20 14
SOS 2%
Milwaukee
Baltimore
18
19
486
457 7
Detroit
le
19
444 7%
Boston
16 20
Cleveland
11
76
297 13
Weal Dtvirden
Id
I.
Pet.
20
14
588
Kansas City
20
17
SeatUe
541
19
18
514
California
19
18
514
Minnesota
500
Oakland
18
18
441
Texas
15
19
13 21
382
Chicago
Saturday's Games
Baltimore 4, California 2
Oakland 10, Toronto 3
Texas 7, Chicago 2
Detroit 5. Cleveland 3
Kansas City is, Milwaukee 0
Boston 6, Minnesota 1
Seattle 10, New York 8
Sunday'. Games
Detroit 8, Cleveland 4
Mbuiesota 10, Boston 8. 10 innings
Chicago 8. Texas 5
Kansas City S. Milwaukee 2
Baltimore 3, California 2
Oakland 5. Toronto 0
New York 8. Seattle 3
Monday's Games
Boston (Nipper 3,2 at}Ceases City Gubic,
15 2-4). in,
Detroit (Tanana 32( at Texas Guzman

Yolanda Greenfield's first, second and third place finishes helped Murray High on its way to a sweep of the
regional championships, Saturday.

2-2), In)
Toronto (Clancy 5,2 at California (Cook

1-1), In)

FIle Pbete by Scott Wilson

119-107. Carlisle County had 105.
The 400 meter relay team of
Yolanda Greenfield, Melvina
Urghart, Jennifer Parker and Ann
Greenfield took first place.
The same line-up, with Jennifer
Brewer replacing Urghart, won
the 800 meters.
Parker, Shannon Chaney, Christy Bell and Allison Burton placed
second in the 1600 meter relay.
Tammy Olive won the shot and
was second in the discus.

Ann Greenfield won the long
jump and was second in the high

jump.
Kelly Massey recorded a fourth
place in the low hurdles and a
third in the 300 lows.
Brewer finished fourth in the 300
lows and Yolanda Greenfield was
third in the 100 meters and second
In the high jump.
Urghart added a third in the 200
meters and Parker a fourth in the
high jump.

New York John 21) at otadano (Young
5-1), In
Baltimore (Boddic ker 2-1
at Seattle
(Langston 4-31, In (
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota at Cleveland, in
Boston at Kansas City, in
Chicago at Milwaukee, in.,
Detroit at Texas. in
Toronto at California. in

Buffy Blanton finished fourth in
the shot put.
Chaney and Burton, eighth
graders, qualified for sub-state in
the 800 meter run and 400 meter
euns, respectively.
The championship was the first
for the Lady Tiger tracksters.
"I was really pleased for them,"
Harrell said. "They worked hard
for it.
"It was exciting for them," he
added. "And for me."

TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING f 106 at bats i-RHenderson.
New York 349, Seltzer, Kansas City. 338,
Fletcher. Texas, 328, Boggs, Boston, 326,
Downing, California, 324, Gantner,
Milwaukee, 324, Puckett, Minnesota, 324
RUNS-FtHenderson , New York, 37, Randolph, New York, 30. Downing, California,
29, Ripken, Baltimore, 29, Joyner, Califor.
Ma. 26, Winfield. New York, 26
RBI-Ripken. Baltimore. 34 Mattingly,
New York, 31; Downing, California, 29,
GWarcl, New York. 29, Phelps, Seattle, 29,
Puckett, Minnesota,

Stubblefield, Jones break school records

New York at Oakland, In.(
Baltimore at Seattle, (n
Marton AL LEAGUE
East DIvision
W L
Pet,
GB
St Louis
21
IS
618 Chicago
22 14
611 Montreal
18
18
500 4
Pittsburgh
16
16
471 5
New York
16
19
467 0%
Philadelphia
14
21
400 7%
West Division
14 L
Pet.
GB
Cinclnruiti
22
15
5116 San FrancIMO
22 15
Houston
19
17
528
Atlanta
19
111
514 5
Los Angeles
19
19
500 554
San Diego
9 90
231 14
Saturday's Games
Chiccuto 2 Houston 1
San Francisco 5, New York 4 10 innings
Philadelphia 9, San Diego 0
Atlanta 10. Pittsburgh 8
Montreal 10, Los Angeles 3
St Louis 6, Cincinnati 5
Sunday'.Games
Montreal 8, Los Angeles 3
New York 6. San Francisco 4
San Diego 6, Philadelphia 5
Pittsburgh 6, Atlanta 6
St Laois 10. CincUtruiU 2
Chicago 6, Houston 4
Monday's Games
Houston (Scott 4-2) at Pittsburgh (Kipper
2-31, In)
San Francisco (Downs 3-1 I at Montreal
(Heaton LT), fl)(
San Diego (Dravecky 0-Si at New York
(Darling 2-14. in I
Los Angeles (Honeycutt 241 at
Philadelphia (Ruffin 2-3(.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati at Chicago
St LCA.11/1 at Atlanta
Houston at Pittsburgh. n)
San Francisco at Montreal n
San Diego at New York, In
Los Angeles at Philadelphia n
TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING ‘106 at bats(-Leonard, San
Francisco, 3M, EDayla, Cincinnati. 358,
Galarraga, Montreal, 366, Gwynn. San
Diego. 344, Oberkfell. Atlanta, 340
RUNS-EDavis, Cincinnati, 36. Coleman,
St Louis, 29, Gwynn, San Diego, 291 DMus',
phy. Atlanta, 28, Samuel, Philadelphia, 27
RBI-EDayis, Cincinnati, 38, Schmidt,
Philadelphia. 36, Dawson, Chicago, 34,
JCIark, St Louie. 31, Guerrero Los Angeles.
30

29

Calloway second and fourth in track meet
Staff Report
Calloway County girls finished
second and boys fourth in the class
AA regional track meet, Saturday.
The Lady Lakers' performance
was highlighted by a school record
5'5" high jump from freshman
Michelle Stubblefield. The
previous record was held by
Amberly Moss who won the state
championship in 1983.
Sophomore Erica Muskgrow
won the long jump and Eushika
Payne claimed top honors in the
shot.
Muskgrow also ran on the winning 800 meter relay team along
with Marcia Grimes, Regina
Hicks and Cynthia Garland.
Grimes added seconds in the 100
meter low hurdles and 100 meter
dash and Muskgrow in the 200 and
400 meter dashes.
Grimes finished third in the 200
meter dash.
Connie Rosa was second in the
300 meter hurdles and Garland in
the shot.
Pam Knight and Janne. Wilson
were third in the 3200 meter and
1600 meter runs, respectively.
Knight added fourths in the 1600
meter run and high jump and
Wilson in the 3200 meters.
Ross was fourth in the 100 meter
low hurdles and Garland in the
discus.
Stubblefield, Garland, Amy
Ferguson and Ross were fourth in
the 1600 meter relay and Hicks,

long jump with a school record
215.5".
Mark Henderson won the pole
vault and Mike Ruccio the high
jump.
Mike Ross and Darren McCuiston claimed seconds in the
1600 meter run and high jump,
respectively.
Randy Sons qualified with a
third-place 1600 meter run and
Mike Bucy with a fourth-place
pole vault.
John Eels just missed qualifying, finishing fifth in the shot put.

Ross, Stephanl Barnett and
Treasa Mason in the 400 meter
relay.
Ferguson added a fifth in the 800
meter run. Wilson was sixth.
Hicks finished sixth in the long
jump.
"I'm very proud of each girls'
performance at regionals," coach
Stephanie Wyatt said.
The Lady Lakers qualified 13 for
the sectional meet at Daviess
County, May 23.
Fred Jones was one of seven
Lakers to qualify. Jones won the

(Cosa'd from pap 10)
$600,000 National Invitation Tournament by three strokes over
Davis Love III, who shot 65-66 in
the final two rounds.
The 64s gave Clearwater a
record-tying 72-hole total of 266, 14
under par and his first PGA victory, which was worth $108,000. He
also received a nationally-

televised hug from his wife, Sue.
He said the $108,000 about equaled his total earnings last year on
the mini-tour.
"I'm sure I'll go back to my
hotel room and think about all the
fun things that will happen now,"
Clearwater said, eyes asparkle
and wearing a grin about the size
of Amarillo.

DOUBLE "CASH-BACK"
NIOTORCRAFT OFFER!,
- :
4
441
DOUBLE "CASH-BACK"
MOTORCRAFT OFFER!

4111%,- •

Parts

For
Murray City Councilman
I Support
Fire ProAtion-Industrial Park, Police
Department-Facility Improvement, Senior
Citizens and Transportation Funding.
Tourism and Industrial Promotion
Let's Keep Our City Progressive
P.ant fur h, u.,inUmd4ft

1987 Dodge Dakota "S"
10 Units in Stock
Payments as low as

1 4426

$

*61
/
2'bed

4
1

*Full wheel cows
•Chroms front bumpers
*Full carpet

•500 Down/60 Months/12% APR/Delered

89'
-25°
-25°

non 'osier°.

Aftor Rofunds
Mee, sf

A

[

Pogliai's1

r__

-

39C

A

1

Maple P.

Limited Time Offer

•22 mpg city •27 mpg hwy

PURCHASE MUST BE MADE
BETVVEE\ 515 87 ard 51187

Ky.

Our Sale Price
MaN in Refund
Bonus Mal in Refund

$219

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

BILL CHERRY

•5 sp manual transmission

MOTORCR AFT
SPARK PLUGS

Bar-B-0 & Burgers

VOW

•2.2 liter OHC engine

•

T.J's

753-8355

Stock #7009

254 Refund on Motorcroft spark
plugs. To increase your refund
from 25' to 50,clip out and attach
this certificate to the Motorcroft
"Cosh-Back" coupon available in
the store. Subject to terms printed
on the Motorcroft "Cosh-Back"

Murray,

Special Good May 18-23

Ross was sixth in the 3200 meter
run.
The 400 meter relay team of
Allen Williams, Eels, Nathan
Maxlow and Jones set a new
school record, finishing sixth.
Williams, Sons, Robbie Owen
and Maxlow were sixth in the 1600
meter relay.
"It seems most of our kids peaked at the right time - this was
their top efforts of the year,"
coach Randy McCallon said. "I'm
elated with the sub-state
qualifiers' efforts. They all
deserved it."

Clearwater...

Tien.t. Auto

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger,
French Fries
& Med. Drink

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

1

i Aulto
.K;ofTs
•
I I

ALL
I.K.T. Auto Parts Pin
504 Maple Murray, Ky. 753-4462
AUTO PARTS'
k

*AI

Price • Total of all payments E. dovmparnent Taxes &

"Whaterer It Takes
We Want To Be
Your Car or Truck Co."

PEPPERS
1332 L Wood St.
Paris, Tennessee

trite additional

CHRY13S3L2ERE-PWLYMOSTUTH.

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 94; Sat. 94

,
4

•

s 1:$1,f ••••-"s

'
• • 'if-4

• - -4.44
lit4"
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2. N •tite

•
COUNTRY Jeans, has
just received a new
shipment of first quality
Guess and Zona jeans in
the latest styles and
fashions. Guess jeans in
24 waist to 32. Zona in
size 3 through 13. Many
other named brands.
California Raisin tshirts and Coca•Cola
vests. So why not drive
a little and save slot
Country Jeans. 5 miles
on 94 East, 759- 1062_
sat.
open Fri
WA.M. SP.M.. Monday
through Thursday after
'IP.M. by appointment.
GLASS work. Store
fronts, plate glass,
window glass;
piexiglass, glass furni
mirror;
ture tops
storm windows,
screens repaired, patio
door glass, insulated
glass, display cases
Some odd lobs and
home improvement
work done. M&G Corn
prete Glass Co Dixie
land Center 753 0180

4,-.1r, •
;4
•4

c
lit
Happy Birthday
t JAMIE
TRE VA THAN
The Oldest
The Youngest
The Idiot
The In-Law

-

>

U PICK strawberries.
mile west of Benton on
Symsonia Hwy Cone U
Pick farm. 527-7657.
WALLACE'S U Pick
Strawberries open Mon.
Sat., 7A.M 7P.M ,
Sun , 1P M SP M
North 16th and Poor
Farm Road. 753 0195
AUTO glass Wind
shields, sliding back
glasses, sun roof's,
Louvers, air wings, sun
visors van windows.
rails, carriers M&G
Complete Glass Co
Dixieland Center 753
0180
gARRETT'S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for 521.95 in
stalled 200 N 4th St.,
Murray. 1. 753 6001

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemothezapy For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
lasursace
753-41W

SO is Fine
for you and me

But
Margaret
Yearry is
331
Happy
Birthday
to- you haven't been in
lately at Jo An's
Varieties you had bettor
check her prices. Jo-An
doesn't wait until cer
tam n seasons to have a
sale, she has one all the
time. Jo-An's Varieties
on the Square, Murray.
753-9569
NEED a cake for thaf
special someone, or just
for the heck of it Call
PAM'S CAKE HUT Our
cakes are made fresh to
order, we use only the
best of ingredients and
our prices are lust as
great Once you see& bite
into that cake you'll know
why so many others de
pend on Pam's Cake Hut
We try harder because we
want to 759 4492
4. In Memory
IN MEMORY
OF AMERIE
LAKEN BULKS
A gift from God
sent from above,
our Amerie Laken,
a bundle of love.
Though only here
for a short twelve
days, you touched
our lives in so many
ways. Now cradled
in God's arms,
blessed by His
touch, we pray that
you know, we love
and miss you so
much.
Love,
Daddy. Mommy
and Nikki

-free Meal dal= mortice,-

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Ivy Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

SENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Undermitlen by
Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent)
14.m. 0116.1.1

2.Notice
THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 2474762
Diamonds, black hills
geld, likt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it:' Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
6. Help Wanted
Time SecreTary
Receptionist for established Murray business. Send resume to
P.O
Box 1040-F,
MurrayNOUSEKEEPER,
babysitter for 2 children. Mature individual Send resume
to 300 S. Ilth St., Suite
204, Murray, Ky.
MINORITY AD•
MISSIONS COUNSELOR. Position to
begin July 1, 1987.
Qualifications:
Bachelors degree, excellent communucations skills, and
strong organizational
Skills. Duties and responsibilities Recruit
traditional undergraduate students and
coordinate the recruitment of minority
students. Extensive
travel required. Starting salary $14,000. Closing date for applications
is June 1, 1987. Send
cover letter and resume
to: Paul Radke, Director of School Relations,
Murray State University, Murray, KY. 42071.
NEED Someone experienced with 6 month
and 3 year old children.
Prefer someone between New Concord and
Murray areas Call
436-5619.
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or- your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council JTPA Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 8: 3012:00 5 days a week.

PULL

ILLIZEILE
'ES, MAAM I FIX
BREAKFAST FOR MYSELF
AND FOR /NoW DAC'
ERY ‘13RNIN6

04E NE\ ER REAL.:.
AtTSMCk JUST SOME
TOA5T Asip 50mE
COFFEE DECAP 7ATEr

6. Help Wanted
OFFICE help. must be
dependable, typing a
must Call 314-6377 NonFribetween
IRE
MAF
M5'4PM
NEEDED fir
business account*. Fulltime. 560,000.$110,000.
Part time, 512,000411,
000 No selling, repeat
business. Set your own
hours. Training provided. Call 1 612-9386870, N-F, 1A.M. to
SP.M. (Central
Standard Time).
WANTED
EVperienced, mature Individual for secretarial
position. Excellent
typing skills, shorthand
or speed writing; word
processing capability
and knowledge of
medical terminology
required. Send resume
to: Marshall County
Hospital 503 George
McClain Drive Benton,
Ky. 42025 Attn: Director
of Nursing.
WEIMI-Ffirirt
.irtirar
ate openings for 6 parttime positions, morning &
afternoon, 7a.m. til
only. No experience
necessary. Apply in person Mon. Fri. 2-4p.m.
EXPERIENCED
LIFE/AIM AGENTS
FIKUS and Career contracts now evelbbis to
represent
American
Revak Immo, Company's outstandbig poduct One: Molar Mednel
MOD WIC); Msdlowe
Supplement 1100% U&C
Pan BI; Numb,Hoses; 10
year tans; Universal (its;
and OWL.
*At Superior Best's Rating
•Top Commissions
•Tol-fre• WATS line for
Agent service orid support
*Excellent turn-around on
underwriting
and
policylsolckir service
*And much, muth more
Cal: 1400-256-2256,
Ext. 4277
or contact:
Loren Wanes
Examinee Inn. RIvarfront
11 Executive Blvd.
Sults 218
Paducah, Ky. 42001
602-442-6935

THE FAR SIDE

S. Help Wanted

9. Meal*, Waisted

24. Miscellaneous

HELP wanted. RN,
part time or/ PAR
relief. Patti* requires
or call rotation. Lx'
perIence desirable.
Contact: Marshall
County Hospital, 103
George McClain Drive,
Benton, KY 42025. Attention . Shirley
Cothran, RN. 5271336.
ext 14.
Df rat ASSEMBLY
INCOME. Assemble
products at home. Parttime. Experience unnecessary. Details. Call
813-3374116, Ext. 613.

NURSE'S aide is looking to care for an
elderly person
weekdays. 753-8033.

STATION Screen
printer, used very little,
make an offer. 502-527
3222.
MEN5 suns. size 36
short to 52 including regular & longs- $19.95,
second suit $69.95. Sport
coats $39.91-149.95. Shirts
to 4X, pants to 52, jeans to
size 60. Clarks Clothing,
121 Bypass. 7513557.
7100 STU, 210 volt,
window air conditioner.
Also, '78 Toyota pick
up. 492-8595.
Vbx sale: 160 pound
weight set, includes 2
dumbells, DP weight
bench. thiS. 713-0834
FOR sale: 15' boat, '60
4001p Evrinrude motor,
good tilt trailer, $650.
Also little girls clothes,
nice, dress and casual,
18 months and 2T.
Antique iron bed, twin
size, new twin mattress
and box springs. 7599921.

9. Situation Wanted
Plow accepting C1111.
dr* between RH Ales
of 18 months and preschool ter child care, in
my home. Afternoon &
night shift available. 10
Years experience.
Phone 753-3831.

14. Wait to Sul
JUNK WS End trucks.
Call 753-3633, ask for

11%

WWII or witilaUl
LA
house within 10 miles of
Murray. Respond to
P.O. Sox 1010-13
Murray, Ky.
111. Articles tor Sale

11,5TT511,7111% appliances. GE washer;
GE refrigerator; Tappanrange;
Westinghouse portable
• dishwasher. 753-7124.
kEN Holland prints,
numbered and signed.
437-4432.

10. Business Opportunity
AGAPE Core will assist
your organization in the
sales and marketing of
your products and/or
services. In addition we
will assist new companies In start-up or
troubled companies
with their own special
problems. Contact:
Agape Core, Box 592,
Murray, KY. 42071.
OPEN your own beautiful discount shoe
store. LADIESCHILDRENS- MENS.
All first quality merchandise. Nationally
known brands 'Liz
Claiborne *Evan Picone
*Andrew Geller •9 West
•Bandolino •Reebok
'Nike and many more.
$16,900 to $39,900 includes beginning Inventory, training, fixtures and grand opening
promotions. Call today.
Prestige Fashions 501329-2362.
SERVICE station for sale
in excellent location on
busy hwy. Includes large
corner lot for expansion
to convenient store or
service space. 2-10,000
gal. tanks, 1-1,000 gal.
tank, 5 pumps & canopy.
Could be converted to
most any type business.
753.3557-

By GARY LARSON

16. Nome Furnishings
ANTIQUE bedroom
suite, uniquely carved,
Including large 3 drawer
dresser with beveled
mirror, matching 5
drawer chest and night
table. All pieces deep oak
finish and good condition.
Asking $1,200. If interested call after 4:30 4362174.
NG table and
chairs, dishes, rocking
chair, TV., at colchvater, in old Haneline
Store building. 419-2378.
FLORAL couch & swivel
rocker with solid dark
pine wooden arm & trim.
Call 753-2309 after 6p.m.
FRIGIDAIRE stove,
fair condition. Right
front burner does not
work. $30. 753-3231 between 10A.M.IP.M. ask
for Jill.
QUEEN size waterbed
suite- dresser with
mirror, chest, nightstand, reduced motion
mattress. 2-1/2 months
old. 492-8323.
SOLID Cherry 5 drawer
chest, and matching
bed with mattress and
springs. Also, 7-1/2'
curved living room
couch, lovely chair,
gold brocade coveting.
All like new.
Westinghouse washing
machine, $25. Call 7535008 or 759-1658.
USED waterbed, super
single, free flowing
mattress and liner,
brand new. Frame has
shelves. Call 753-3955.

DIN!

20. Sports Equipment
uniforms, caps, equip
ment and trophies. Now
have white baseball
pants, youth and adultat Faye's.

FOR your

22. Musical
UPRIGHT grand
Call 753-5764.

NANCY

MM MUM

24. Miscellaneous
19116 LAWN Chief, 11HP,
plow, disc, cultivator
and mower. $1200. 4362145.
1 I1ARBER chair, I
double barrell shotgun
with hammer. Call 7594502.
1 LARGE fiberglass
pool slides, DIS each.
474-2292.
WE are overstocked
with 3 phase electric
motors. We can sell you
a motor below your
repair price. Also, we
sell and repair air
conditioners. Dill Electric 759-1577; 753-1551
nights.

1 Ack = 1 pound.

GARFIELD
SOY,
c
\.....„ I WISH I HAP A
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BEETLE DAILEY
EVER HAVE ONE OF THOSE
PAYS WHEN YOU 001
,
1'T
HAVE MUCH OF AN APPETITE?

IllONDIE
..A.fuuS Ar40 I HAD A
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THE PHANTOM

NOW W00117111 YOU THINK I'D
KNOW SETTER THAN TO MAKE
A WISH LIKE THAT
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

• - G.

iTAA t7Avg 5-te

ACROSS
1 Buddhist
dialect
5 Vipers
9 Drink slowly
12 Smooth
13 Willow
14 Also
15 Royal
17 Fixed
portions
19 Beast
21 Fixed amount
of medicine
22 Detest
24 Running
25 Lamprey
26 Frothy brew
27 Snakes
29 Steamship:
abbr.
31 Lester, for
short
32 Mrs*
33 Negative
34 Cry like a
dove

35 Printer's

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Helmsmen
38 Harem room
39 Uncouth
person
40 Again: prefix
41 Crackle
42 Mast
44 Rug
46 Funny picture
48 To the left
51 Skil
52 Tattered
cloths
54 Group of
three
55 Legal matters
56 Toward
shone(
57 Han
DOWN
I Through
2 Hail!
3 Ambassadors

0

4 Pointless
5 Three-toed
Moth
6 Run aground
7 Toll
8 College
board: abbe.

9 Backless seat
10 Electrified
particles
11 Affectation
16 Chinese
distance
measure
18 Roman date
20 Exampier
22 Healthy
23 Turkish flag
25 God of love
27 Among
28 Go in
29 Soft drink
30 Cleenino
substance
34 Twist
311 Separate
37 Reddishyellow
30 Vehicles
41 Clans
42 Cicatrix
43 Peel
44 Fuel
48 Feiner
47 Anglo-Sexon
money
- Grande
80 Cover
OiNeedunt
symbol

MEM MMWM
=MN MINIMM MM.
=MOM =EMMEN
MUM= MIME
MMIIIM WM MEM
MEM IMMMINIM
MEM ME ME MOM
MN WEMMEM MUM
MUM MN MUM
MMIIIM MINIMUM
MMEMMEM WMEMM
MEM WEIN LIM=

roR

sale: Like new,
excellent condition
.FAASCHE VL•3 double
action airbrush with
hose, 6-16oz. paints, 8
bottles and caps, air
brushing book. Still in
original boxes. Perfect
for T-shirt artist. Call
762-2552.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
K yr- 502-247-7831.
MARINE batteries, 113
amp, 132.99; 105 amp,
$47.99. Wallin Hardware, Downtown, Paris,
Tn.
NOTICE- New and used
air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric 7591577.
ROPER 5 h.p. RT tiller.
Bought new in March,
still under warranty. Call
713-9463.
RUBBER bed-mats for
all makes of pick-up's.
Also, tool boxes for
compact pick up's
Stokes Tractor, Indust
rial Rd. 753-1319
27, Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60- 2 BEDROOM, I
bath, 2 ceiling fans,
underpinning, utility
pole, large deck, re
frigerator, stove, dishwasher, W/D hook
up. Take over
payments, $137.01 Must
sell. 753-0591.
14x70 DIXIE, 2 bedroom, 2 full baths, all
appliances, central heat
and air, underpinning.
753-5812.
14x70 TRAILER fully
furnished, extra clean.
Nice covered grill. 759
1249.

If you're looking
for a nice
mobNe home at
a reasonable
price.
Call 733-4331
1982 1.ix70, 2 BR, 2 baths,
fireplace, gas stove. re
frigerator, dishwasher,
skirting. Will help pay for
moving. Must see to ap
predate. Call 759 9809
9a.m.-4:30p.m., 382-2696
after Sp.m.
14x60 Willow Creek,
2 bedroom, central
heat, like new, $10,500.
Call 49-2868 after 6P.M.
1N Crappie Hollow, off
2113- 12x55 mobile home
on 2 lots. 2 bedrooms, 3
storage houses, picket
fence, shrubbery and
shade. Good water.
87000. 436-2901.
LEAVING state • have
reduced price. 2 be
drooms, completely
furnished with washer
and dryer and many
other extras. On a 1/2
acre private lot near
Murray. 753-8461.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
"S •edrooms,
two baths, gas stove,
heat, central air. Lease,
deposit, references.
Country, vacant. No
pets. 753-3942.
1 AND 2 bedroom
trailers in city limits.
No pets. 753-9866 or
753-2365.
BEDROOM mobile
home at Pirates Cove
completely furnished:
Remote control cable
TV., microwave oven,
outside deck and picnic
area, year around
swimming pool
facilities and recrea
tion. Phone 753-2613
Murray.
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5X19.
BEDROOM Mobile
home, 1 miles East 'of
Murray. $165 per
month, $150 deposit.
Call Linty Beane residence 436-2582.
DO. Besides& Rentals

75545 STORE
carpeted. 1303 Chestnut
St. adjoining MSU coneys. 615-2624000.
SDIINESS building
WS sq. ft.. 1413 Arcade,
across from the City
teitrIlriver
e mama in
ConrV491101or
Mr.7914612d
She
MOW sAr..4..- •

ujozT
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30. SaeMass Ronal*

53. Services Offered

PRIME office space for
rent. Downtown Court
Square. Utilities and
janitorial service Mrnished. 753-4682 or 7531302.
SELF Service station tor
lease to financially responsible individual. In
excellent location on busy
hwy. Must be able to
purchase inventory of
gasoline. Call 753-3557.

HAMILTON cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400.

32. Apt. for Rent
37. livestock-Supptios
41, Used Cars
44. Ni... for Saki
CLEAN, well kept of
FOR sale. Racking 7 ROOM frame house, 84 TOYOTA Supra,
ficlency apt. Near MSU. horses and Quarter city water, insulated loaded, extra nice, new
Attractive furnishing. horses. Call 489-2559 overhead, gas
heat, white letter tires. Call
$150 per month, $100 de- after 6P.M.
628,000. It is the 2nd 753-8555.
posit. 753-8835 only after
PERFORMANCE house on New Pro- FOR sale- 1973 VW.
Simmental and vidence Rd. oft 121 S. 4-speed- good solid carDUPLEX for rent, 1 tested
good work Car. $450.
Maine-Aniou crossbred 751-8061.
block from MSU cam- servicv
144 EAST 2 miles, East
Call 7591189 after 6P.M.
top
eagebulIsOn1
1
month.
pus. $165 per
the very
perform- Subdivision, FmHa ap- GOOD used cars, -1506
753-1914 or 753-2649.
ance bulls offered for proved, Mid 30's, 3 and up. Rick's Vinyl
)-Or rent: 1 Or 2 BR apts. sale. All bulls health bedrooms, bath, utility, Roofs, 753-9872.
Water furnished. Starting tested and guaranteed. carport, brick. 753-0822.
17 v1 an p;
op, sleeps
at $144. Murray Manor Broadbent Farms, BINGO! Own your 4.
Great hunting, fishLimited. Equal Housing Cadiz, KY 42211 (day) home and still get
a
camping
ing,
vehicle.
31. Want to Rent
Opportunity. Call (502)235-5182, (night) check monthly. 2
be- Good condition. Sale or
tENIOR lady needs to 753-8668.
drooms with rented trade for sailboat or
(502)235-5170.
rent a nice clean home
SIMMENTAL and apartment. Coleman 35mm. 753-1224.
with gas heat, In city. Call MUR-Cal aptS. Ner- Simbrah bulls. Per- RE. 753-9898.
thwood
Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. formance & semen ENJOY peace and quief
759-1969.
Now renting. Equal tested. Excellent qual
of country. Only 5 miles 50. Used Trucks
Housing Opportunity. ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, west of Murray. Be351
Irfliffiffl=ipc
1
1
-1.
32. Apts for Rent
759-4984.
autiful
wallpaper and Cleveland nr&L
Ky. 522-8794.
engine,
MURRAY'S
stained
newesf
wood accent automatic transmis
T, 8W '3 bedroom
this 2 bedroom home set
apartments, nicely apartments. Private.
sion, new tires. Also, 350
in
Two
bedrooms,
shaded
all
yard on 3 Chevy transmission.
ap38. Pets-Supplies
furnished, located near
pliances.
University
of
acres
land.
$35,500.
campus. Days, 753-6111;
759-1070.
753-9349view. Condo-style. $375.
nights, 7530606.
pies, $30 each
No GREAT starter house for. 777 CHEVY Scottsdale,
753-8096.
1 AND 2 bedroom
wheel drive, one
papers. 474-2325.
sale. 2 BR, !jot ,coom,
furnished apartments. NEW 2 bedroom duplex A k c
registered dining roorlatitchen, owner. Call after 6P.M.
located
on
street
quiet
Some utilities fur492-8844.
Alaskan Malamute utility room
carnished, centrally in Westwood. All rooms trugetis.TCIaF
II
port/ p•
Sand
located. Call 753-4012, good sized, tastefully
a752a. l workshop. Why
decorated in earth BEAUTIFUL sm
y rent? 5 1 . Campers
753-8756 or 753-2806.
tones. All appliances size, female Yorky, 492-8595.
furnished
BEDROOM
1
2 CO N/RD,'73 model,
housebroke,
$145
Also,
HOUSE and 2 lots.
apartment. Partial furnished, large wood black male
poodle, 4 bedrooms, living room, 39,xxx miles, all self conutilities paid. No pets. deck, private backyard lbs., housebroke,
$95. kitchen, dining room, tained, sleeps 8. 436-2997
with trees. Ideal for
753-9741.
All registered. 502-472- bath, utility room, car- after So.m
1 BEDROOM furnished retired person. $325 per 1913.
Lease and deport, garden, 2 outapartment. 2 bedroom month. 753-0814
posit.
before COCKATIELLS- 1 buildings. $23,000. 492- 52. Boats -Motors
unfurnished apartment 8:30A.M.
male- pied, 1 female- 8492.
or past 5P.M.
with kitchen applian17 AUNABOUT 150Hil
grey. Both 1 year old.
ces. Phone 492 8662 ROOM-mate wanted to $75 per pair. 354-6003
Mercury, walk through
share nice furnished
after 5P.M.
47.
Motorcycles
windshield, tandem
house. Minutes from Aurora.
1 BR furnished apt., air campus.
trailer.
753-9131 or 753Call 753-4101
1986- 1100 GOLD Wing.
conditioned. No pets. 121
4729
after 5P.M.
before 9A.M. or after 43. Real Estate
32,000 miles, loaded
North next to
198616' ALUMINUM
5P.M.
with extras, must sell
Fairgrounds. $100 per
14x76 2 'BR, 2 bath, cen- $2000. 437-4963 after Bass boat, 50HP motor,
month. Call 753-3139.
like
new.
Days 753-6001,
tral heat 8, air, all elec- 5P.M.
1 OR 2 BR, furnished SUPER sharp 2 bed- tric, partial turn., 1980 HONDA C-70.
nights 753-6145.
Low
apt., private entrance. room duplex. Also, 3 covered concrete patio,
Near University. No rooms. Also, 3 bedroom carport, 20x40 garage mileage, good condi- 53. Services Offered
tion. Can see at 801
townhouse, all applianpets. Deposit. 753-9393.
plus 8x40 mobile home on Minerva, 753-7906.
A 1 ENTERPRISE or 2 BEDROOM apar- ces furnished. Coleman beautiful shaded lot with
1985 YAMAHA 225-DX,
tment near downtown RE. 753-9898.
rock fence. Approx. 300 blue and yellow, elec- Natural or LP gas
Installation. Seamless
Murray. Call 753-4109, TAKING applications yards from waters edge
for Section 8. Rent on blacktop road. Phone tric start, shaft drive, gutter- multiple choice
762-6650 or 436-2844.
excellent condition, of colors. Galvanized
/ BEDROOM apart- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 436-5496.
$800 759-1951
gutter repair or rements for rent at Em- BR. Apply Hilldale / BEDROOM doublewplacement. Masonry,
bassy Apartments. Apts., Hardin, Ky. ide mobile home on a
carpentry, decking, etc.
Families and married Equal Housing 210x212 lot, all electric. 4 9 . Used Cars
Free estimates. 753-0953
NIunity.
couples welcomed. Now
Close to school, lake and
bedrooms, stove, town. Includes 1 car 1971 VW. Good condi- after 8A.M.
renting 1 bedroom
tion, $450. 492-8365.
A-1 STUMP Removal.
apartments. Call 753- refrig., disposal, de- shop and storage build
posit, references. ing, shop ideal for 1972 AMC Ambassador, Reasonable rates, 10"
3530.
/ BEDROOM duplex in Available June 1. business use. 753-1789 as is, best offer. 753-5364 below surface. Call us
before you decide Free
Westwood Subdivision. Married couples only. 9A.M.-5P.M.; 753-1880 after 5:30.
1974 FORD Torino, S475. estimates. 753-0906.
Appliances furnished. 492-8594 after 6p.m.
after 6P.M.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
$275 per month.
If you really want to self 474-2292.
759-4406.
your home, see the 1974 GOLD 4 -door Factory authorized for
34. Houses for Rent
IROWN gable
professionals at KOP- Cadillac Seville. New Tappan, Kelvinator and
o pe s. $325 per
townhouses in Benton
PERUD REALTY, 711 roof, original spare on Brown. Service on gas
month.
.
Call 753-6931.
now available for leasMain St. We take the ground, front seat and electric ranges,
microwaves, dising. Enjoy the quiet, NICE 3 bedroom, 1-1// worry out of buying or slightly worn. 753-0587.
hwashers, repeaceful life. Custom bath town house, cen- selling real estate. 1974 VOLKSWagon,
door, automatic, $600. frigerators, etc. Earl
decorated, 2 and 3 tral heat/air, available Phone 753-1222.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2 now. Also, 2 bedroom MINI-Farm near Lyn 474-2325.
duplex.
Coleman
RE Grove. House and
1/2 baths. Spacious
1976 COUGAR, 1 owner 534.
1.2
design, fully equipped 753-9898.
acres. Shade trees, fruit PS/PB, cruise, air, APPLIANCE
kitchens. All mainten- SMALL newly remodeled plantings, workshop, AM/FM tape, • $550. '73 SERVICE. Kenmore,
ance provided. These house near University. gardens, outbuildings, Hornet station wagon, Westinghouse,
units must be seen to Partially furnished, low fencing. $23,000. 435- new tires, PS/PB, air, Whirlpool. 25 years
experience. Parts and
appreciate their qual- utilities. $200 per month, 4261.
$450. 753-0484.
ity. 527-1481 for an $150 deposit. Call 753-8835
1979 MUSTANG, bronze, service. Bobby Hopper,
only after 5p.m.
44. Lots for Sale
appointment.
ps, pb, air conditioned. Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
/ ADJOINING lots in 753-0393 ask for Lee.
Business 753-4872, 4361979
RX-7
Mazda,
red,
Y
East
Manor
Subd.
$IMMS PER
5848 (home).
A/C,
1.3495.
stereo,
1503
Beautiful
building
spot,
YEAR (POTENTIAL)
YARD landscaping,
340x200, appraised Canterbury, 753-9710.
WOULD YOU ME TO OPEN TOUR
leveling driveways,
1980
DODGE
value
Omni.
$10,000,
Air,
best
offer
1U13NE88
HANDLING
OWN
blade work and bush4 speed, 80,000. 11500, hogging. Call 436-5430
over S6000. 7516929.
A PRODUCT TWAT
or
kENTUCKY Lake lot. 1 extra sharp. 416 N. 8th 753-0659.
Hs needed by everyone In your area
acre, 12x60 mobile St.
*Is guaranteed by 14 Billion Ins. Co
CHIM-Chim Chimney
home, septic and well, 1981 ALFA Romeo GT, Sweeps spring cleaning
*Now being used by largest Corporation
$16,500. Home- 554-8128 2+2 coupe, 47,000 miles.
In Nation. Federal, State. County k
10% discount. Call now
or Office- 442 3632.
$3850, OBO. Call 753CRY Agencies
for an appointment
NICE wooded lot on 6702.
WOULD YOU LIKE A BUSINESS
753-3445.
highway 121 North, 6
IIIAT:
COLLEY Tree Service.
1 / 2 miles from
*Requires no travel
Keep your trees in
Murray. 180x294, asking
*Has Immediate income
shape by topping, prun$4,200. 753 1953 days,
•WW create a reiddual income for years
ing, deadwooding,
753-0870 nights.
*That will be a prestigious business
spraying, fertilizing, or
In your coaununity
Air, Tilt, removal of unwanted
45. Farms for Sale
CAN YOU:
trees. Stump removal.
*Invest $5,000415,030 for inventory
117 ACRES North of
Complete tree care. 14
depending m area
Murray, 65 tendable, rest
years experience. Free
*Live comfortably on 1100.000 Per Year
woods. Much frontage.
estimates. 753-0366.
*Run a business that can net you this kind of money.
753-4065 evenings.
MITCHELL Paving
IF YOUR ANSWER 16 YES CAII.: DAVID ASHLEY
Driveways, parking
46.
Homes
for
Sale
(Ili) 58441111
lots, seal coating 'and
Energy Moir el America,
striping. Alsr b,
/ BEDROOM home,
limestone, gravel, topcute as a button inside
soil and grading. Phone
and out. Well insulated,
753-1537.
low utilities with wood
stove, Oak kitchen
EXTERIOR painting.
1981
OLDSMOBILE
96
cabinets, dishwasher.
Very reasonable rates.
121 South in New Con- Regency, 4 door, 2-tone Have references. 489blue,
condition.
Call
good
cord. Convenient to
1. Learn to read.
2 7 2 3 or 4 3 6 - 2 3 2 6 ,
753-8981.
store, Post Office
Kenneth.
2. Get a GED
1983
280ZX
2+2,
two
tone
beauty shop and churFENCE sales at Sears
3. Improve basic skills.
color,
very
clean,
5
speed
ches. 436-2794.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
4. Instruction FREE
BEDROOM, 2 bath, turbo, loaded. 753-5188, for free estimate for
after
5p.m.
753-4023.
brick
home with 2 car
your needs.
Call 762-3027
attached garage, on 15 '72 VOL KSwagon Super FOR most any type
beetle,
condiacres.
miles
red,
7
good
east
of
762-6971
driveway white rock
PARTNERSHIP
Murray. $72,500. 436- tion. $850. 489-2672 after also, any type gravel,
5574.
5P.M.
MIRO Adult Learning Contor
dirt and sand call Roger
INCOME property- T '74 BUICK Apollo, 2 Hudson, 753-4545 or
Room 206
door,
block
6
automatic,
cyl.,
from MSU. Invest
753-6763.
Roy Stewart Stadium
$5000 and get over $2500 good condition, $550. GENERAL -Building
yearly return after mor- 753-4347 or 753-9595.
Repair- 20 years extgage payments. Also has '79 CHRYSLER, new perience. Roofing &
tax advantges. Large tires, nice condition. painting, indoor & outolder home, 6 apts. $45, First $1000 buys it. door. Odd jobs. No job
000 with possibility of 753-0467.
to small. 474-8057.
Season passes for the Murray- owner financing. 753-9341. '83 OLDS Cutlass GUTTERING by Sears.
JUST listed! 813 Sha- Calais, PS, PB, air, tilt, Sears continuous gutCalloway Co. Swimming Pool may be
Wa. 3 bedrooms, 2 57,xxx, $5750. Phone ters installed for your
purchased now through pool opining
baths, central heat/- 753-8288 after 5P.M.
specifications. Call
air, fenced back yard. 14 ESCORT wagon(Memorial Weekend).
a Sears 753-2310 for free
Coleman Real Estate. real bargainway under estimate.
Family Passes $70
7S3-9898.
list. Has A.T, P.B., PS,,
MOVING must self A.C., AM/FM stereo,
Single $40
soon. House and 9.2 superior condition. Light
Passes may be purchased at the
acres. New well, barn, blue color Call 901-247
Lawn Mowers,
other outbuildings, 2 5877.
Park Office, 10th & Payne
ponds, timber for
Tillers & Chain
753-7640
firewood. $12,000. 489Saws Repaired
2491.
Nccd An Extra Car
94 East 753-5832
For A Few Days?
PROFESSIONAL window cleaner. 25 years
Dwain Taylor
experience. Private
Chevrolet, Inc.
homes and commercial
5.02 VS]-2617
stores. Call 1-901-7823670.

2IMMITIVI3r1=:wp-
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Police
91 1

911
-Voe,r1

Home & Auto

Murray

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Muria -Calloway
County Hospital

74.1.it:17(aace,,)

753-5131 753-6952

811245n
Truck trash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds
753-1916

and Calloway County.
tumto............on..

753_8181

Poi
Poison Contr
Controol
l
753-7588
PH 502-759-4034 DAYS 602-753-1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

ft-

HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

11-----:

=

Ph. 502-759-1158E.dai 502753-7204 nights

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trans ond Carrier dealer
mow
for solos one 'woks In Murray
11102 Chestnut.

Phone
753-2571

Calloway County CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE
Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic
Rescue Squad

Truck Wash
RT. 2 BOX 46A

MURRAY. KY 42071

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

Center Dr. oft 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
'Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggege racks 'Truck rails and tailgate guards

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds
753-1916
t
:
a

Starting A New Business?

Rf 14TA l sat.ES

Rent the tools you need.

753-8201

211 Main
Roberts & Walter Construction

-

Hill Electric

Murray, Ky.
753-2926
See us for all your building needs
Free Estimates
TVA Approved
Custom Cabinets Available

24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential
753-9562

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR

eeihKag
tiV

All Makes and Models
Home and Industrial
40 Years Experience
All Work Guaranteed

Punch Embroidery
Free Demonstrations
- Lessons - Needles - Yams - ParteMS

t;'
9
....,,

Carolyn Carroll 753-6728

)

15 Years Experience Estimates Welcomed

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Street
42071

Res. 753-6965

MICH
ELIN'
NMI SO MICH IS NNW

ft

ON 111111111S.

753-1489

....6te Up For

Will Clean House or Office
Call 753-6298
or 753-3781
Robert Dial
(5021 460-2158

Bob Dial

(502 489-7739
No Job Too Small

Tire 41. Wheel alignment

...
' ''...‘,._.
(I
t

Spouse Abuse

falaiFt

CARROLL

.. 1...- .

Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

Murray, KY

Bus. 753-8730

.

Individualized logos &
drawings dons for VERY
Reasonable Rates!
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

CENTER

Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage

NIS

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & so, our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - I81111Ind Bunny Breed

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

is committed to quality

.rd

Al Types Of.

Custom Woodworking

Dial-A-Service

Farm Bureau Insurance

County or City

Custom It.tchun
Co binc Is

t.

Pace's

Come trade with America's
team Tommy & Donny

55. Feed and Seed
itrrin field for sale (46
acres) New Concord
area Phone 753-8282

A.•

Pre-Season Sale

We provide coverage wherever you live --

INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and' cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
INTERIOR exterior
painting. Very re
asonable. 30 years ex
perience. Free es
timates. Call Bill at
436-2326.

WALLACE'S U-PICK
Alarstarting Monday, May 18th
'r.A.
we'll be open everyday
•
Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
:4% 1
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
North 16th & Poor Farm Rd. 753-0195

JTPA

SPEEDWAY AUTO SALES

53. Services Offered

LAWN Service. Call Chris
Pritchard at 753-5494 between 5p.m .-9p.m.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.

16

LITERACY TRAINING

in all areas of Calloway County.

53. Services Offered

MOWING, MULCH,
landscaping, plantings,
et. Good refs., prices.
Call Jerry at 759-4808.
REMODELING and NEED resumes,
business
small plumbing jobs
cards, newsletters, or
done. 753-9626.
brochures? Come by
ROCKY COLSON Home Murray Data Graphics on
Repair. Roofing, siding, Main St., Downtown
painting, plumbing, Murray, next to
concrete. Free es• Bookmark or call
timates. Call 474-2307 or 753-2203.
753-6973.
GDD lob - specialist,
SEWING Machine Re- ceiling fans, electrical,
pair. All makes and
Plumbing, fencing
models. Home & In- name it, I do it. You
You
dustrial. Bog closing buy, I install.
You
machines. Also scissor break, I fix. Call
436sharpening. 40 yrs. 2868 evenings.
experience. All work PAINTINGinterior,
guaranteed. Kenneth exterior.
House and
Barnhill, 753 2674, barn
painting. 25 years
Stella, Ky.
experience. Quality
SPRING is here. Bring work.
Reasonable
your mowers and tillers rates. Also, paint
for
to Moody's Mower Re- sale. Free estimates.
pair for repair and 436-2245.
tune-up. Pick up and
delivery. 753-5668.
WET BASEMENT? We
•
STUMP RIMOVAL
make wet basements
10" below surfed
dry. Work completely
Inexpensive, clean.
guaranteed. Call or
no lawn damage
write Morgan Con
Sammy Siveipilssuiovel
struction .Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
753-5484 Free Estimates
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

O

1984 Cutlass
Supreme
P.S., P.B.,
Cruise, AM/FM
Cassette, Extra
Clean,
Low
Mileage.
435-4597
after 6 p.m.

53. Services Offered

• .L.,,-, •Compws•rited
"
R wh.1
' DIAL CONSTRUCTION
. A"."'"

.

''

Wiwi SolontIng

1
)

1103 Peeve

Murray . Ky

j

Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions
Garage Doors, Openers A Repair

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916

,r c11.1..“111

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU

Mondm-Frida 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.

753-4703
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Environmental surveillance report
released by Paducah company
The 1986 Annual Environmental
Surveillance Report of the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant has been
completed.

Roses brighteo day for hospital patients when food trays arrive thanks to the efforts of the l'nion Grove Clitu.ch
of Christ. Teresa Harper (left), registered dietitian, accepts the donation for the hospital from (left to right)
•Jean Cooper, Henry Hargis. Jean Humphreys and kiene Hargis.
drome, with intense pain that radiates had three acute attacks Of gout in the
from wrist to shoulder I cannot use last two months. Can these two drugs
my right hand without pain and had to interact to cause the attacks'
quit my job Will this condition persist
DEAR READER — Until Zyloprim
or can it be cured by surgery'
(allopurinol) has had a chance to block
DEAR READER - Carpal tunnel the formation of uric
acid in the body,
syndrome is nerve pressure at the a person can develop
gout attacks.
wrist caused by a constricting band of Therefore,
you may have to continue
fibrous tissue It produces tingling the colchicine until
the Zyloprim has
and numbness of the hands and fin- reached maximum
effectiveness. You
gers Carpal tunnel syndrome can be also may need more
than 300 millicured by surgery during which the grams of allopurinal
to prevent gout.
wristband is cut, thereby releasing
Ordinarily, colchicine and allopuripressure on the nerves
nol do not interact Your doctor will
However, arm and shoulder pain is want to checklour blood level of uric
not likely to be caused by this syn- acid until the allopurinol has lowered
drome Check with your doctor for It to the normal range Ask your docverification of the diagnosis Perhaps tor about specific advice and dosage
your pain is due to another cause. for your particular problem
such as a pinched nerve in the neck
To give you more information, I am
DEAR DR GOTT - For years I sending you a free copy of my Health
have been taking two 0.6-milligram Report, ABOUT GOUT Other readers
tablets of colchicine daily to prevent who want more information on the
acute attacks of gout. Recently my subject should send $1 with their
doctor tsked me to take one 300-milli- name and address to P0 Box 91428,
gram tablet of Zyloprim per day in Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be sure to
addition He plans to take me off the ask for the Health Report ABOUT
epic/twine after three months hut I GOUT.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M D

Ear protection
is a wise idea
DEAR DR GOTT
Because of
hearing loss claims, my employer insists that all workers wear ear protection full time This worries me. since
my father had an incurable ear fungus that precluded the feasibility of
using hearing aids I fear that a genetic susceptibility, coupled with unventilated eat canals in a warm'and
moist environment, would be hazardous to me Can you dispel my
concern"
The fact that
DEAR READER
your father had a chronic yeast infection of the ear canal does not mean
that you will have it, too Hearing loss
from excessive industrial noise is
much more of a health problem. if
your employer insists on ear protection use it
I have never heard of yeast external otitis(inflammation of the ear canal) being caused by ear protectors
This condition almost always results
from fresh water in the ear canal. not
from salty water - such as sweat In
addition, most ear infections of this
type can be cured using modern antifungus ear drops
If you are concerned about developing ear yeast, two or three drops of
rubbing alcohol in each ear canal after work will evaporate any liquid remaining in the canals
DEAR DR GOTT — I have a condition diagnosed as carpal tunnel syn-

Officials working out the bugs in the
Louisville-bawd Kentucky Kingdom
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API — Officials at Kentucky Kingdom say
they will spend the next week
working out the bugs at the new
$12 million theme park at the Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center.
The park got a test run on Saturday when 6,000 Girl Scouts and
their relatives visited the park to

honor the organization's 75th
anniversary.
Some of the youngsters at the
park said they liked the rides, and
several adults were pleased that
the restrooms and grounds were
clean. But all were unhappy about
the long lines at rides and food
stands.

READ the CLASSIFIEDS

available through Debbie Wattier
by calling 444-6311.
Airborne Discharges and
Meteorological Monitoring
The plant operates 23 permitted
air pollution sources. Emission
records show that during 1086 the
plant met all requirements of state
and federal air pollution
regulations.

Martin Marietta Energy Systems
Inc., the operating contractor for
the plant, prepared the report for
the U.S. Department of Energy,
which owns the facility. The full
name of the report is "Environmental Surveillance of the
U.S. Department of Energy
Paducah Reservation and Surrounding Environs During 1986." The
report contains the results of a
comprehensive, year-round program to monitor the impact of
operations at the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant (PGDP) on the
area's ground and surface waters.
soil, air quality, vegetation,
wildlife, and people.

The off-site radiological doses attributable to PGDP are small fractions of the limits imposed by strict
new regulations. Recent regulations for airborne emissions of
radioactive
elements
ra•
dionuclides I limit total plant offsite radiological dosages from
Department of Energy facilities to
an equivalent dose rate of no
greater than 25 millirem/year
whole body and 75 millirem/year to
any organ in the body.

The report shows that the plant
is in compliance with almost all
current environmental regulations,
and in the process of coming into
compliance with some new regulations. The report indicates that the
Environmental, Safety and Health
program at the plant is continually improving processes and equipment to assure excellent protection
of people and their environment

Waterborne Discharges and
Surface Water Monitoring
Better wastewater treatment
and wastewater minimization
methods are being implemented to
improve the quality of wastewater
discharges to Big Bayou and Little
Bayou creeks. The possibility of
pollutants accidentally reaching
these waters is being greatly reduced by improved process controls,
additional effluent monitoring and
administrative planning.

Highlights of the report are
described on the following pages.
More information on the report is

PGDP achieved a compliance
rate of 98.5 percent for 1986 with the
3,560 measurements of the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System ( NPDES ).
External Gamma Radiation
The dose equivalent absorbed by
people around PGDP is 1 millirem
larger than the averages for the
United States or Kentucky, but is
much lower than averages for
other states.
The impact of the PGDP on this
dose equivalent is insignificant
when compared with natural radiation from cosmic and terrestrial
sources.
Soil Sampling
The 50 percent increase in concentration of uranium in soils in
1986 at most monitoring locations,
including remote locations
unrelated to plant operations, was
statistically predictable and does
not indicate increased plant
contributions.
Sediment Sampling
Sediment samples are analyzed
for a variety of elements, including
heavy metals, specific radionuclides and PCBs. In comparing data from various locations
over the past five years, no
statistically significant increases
or decreases in concentrations are
Indicated except in ditches where
gradual increases followed dredging of sediments.

Transplant patients have tearful reunion
save their lives.
"We're all one big, happy family," said a smiling Tom Gaidosh,

PITTSBURGH (API — Seven
men who received Jarvik artificial hearts as a bridge to
transplantation gathered Sunday
for an emotional reunion with the
doctors and nurses who helped

48, of Sutersville, Pa., who in October 1985 was the first Jarvik

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

recipient at Presbyterian University Hospital of Pittsburgh.
"Put together by chance,"
agreed Sheldon Ceo, 27, of Aliquippa, Pa., who received his
mechanical pump last December.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
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13•1-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
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Murray
751-2617
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PURCHASE
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•
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DEALER

Alterations A Winter Storage

Suits,(Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats
(Pleats Extra)

1984 Chev
Cav• S.W.
stooring,
Porto,Pourer Brakes, Air,
Auto.

ISM

$2.50E.ch

4i-ar
41111111MEMPRIII
voemwasymew
ow -

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats
(Pleats Extra) $1.50 Each

$5,800"

Expires 5-23-87

D8t17FOODS

WAREHOUSE

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Pepsi, Mt. Dew or
Diet Pepsi

Pantry Pride
Hot Dog or Hamburger

Buns

3

FOR $

2 liter bottles

980

16 oz., 8 pk.

-00

168

Plus deposit

Frito Lay

New From Martha White

G. Whiskers
Cat Food
31/2 lb. bag

Coke Products

Reelfoot All Meat

Wieners

88°

99°

Pantry Pride Bread

1 lb loaf

Potato
Dog Food
--somit
411
-,' Chips
g
$688 ,:_-----,..
0
50 lb.
Scott's Auburn Leader

8

bag

39° Pepsi Products

12 pk cans $287

Snow White

Cauliflower
•

'IL;

Green Iceburg

Lettuce

970
Large Head

Large Head

47°

White

Sunkist

Lemons

97

Doz.

-ZT‘

Potatoes

•

10 lb
$ 1 37

Red
-r
r

,
,
*et'

Radishes

,4

5 $ 100 /.4
.

D'Anjou

Carrots

Pears

11b. bag
4
Fof$

100

lb.

•

69°

